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Photoelectric and Compton interactions are some of the common interaction 

mechanisms we observe when gamma radiation interacts with matter. These 

interactions are highly depended on the energy of the radiation and the atomic 

number of the detector material. Lower the energy of the photon and higher the 

atomic number of the detector; higher is the probability of a photoelectric events 

occurring. Higher the energy of the photon and lower the atomic number of the 

detector; higher is the probability of a Compton interaction. Conventional scintillation 

detectors like NaI(Tl) have a high Z atom and are useful in giving us spectroscopy 

information. From a manufacturing stand point we can’t manufacture huge blocks of 

NaI detectors and from an economic stand point, inorganic scintillators are expensive. 

These short comings can be overcome by using plastic scintillators, which are both 

easy to manufacture and costs effective.  

Traditionally plastic scintillators have not been good at detecting photo peaks because 

of the high number of Compton events the photon undergoes while it interacts with 



 

 

 

plastic (Carbon and Hydrogen; Low Z). Efforts at Sandia national lab have resulted in 

a plastic scintillator being produced that is made of polystyrene with a high Z material 

loaded in the plastic base. Therefore, from a spectroscopic point of view we observe a 

photo peak when we expose the detector to gamma photons. This material carries 

with it the ease of manufacturing coupled with low cost economics while providing 

us spectroscopic information. On comparing the spectroscopy ability of inorganic and 

organic scintillators, inorganic scintillators outperform organic (plastic) scintillators 

in terms of resolution and absolute efficiency. This study aims at understanding 

difference in pulse shapes between low Z and high Z materials. This understanding of 

differences can be used to perform pulse shape discrimination (PSD) between pulses 

from different materials. These differences can be employed to preferentially reject 

pulses from low Z materials while preserving counts under the photo peak thereby 

providing us a Compton suppressed spectrum. This correction helps us in obtaining 

an enhanced spectrum with few counts under the Compton continuum.  

This work explores the methods and algorithms used to perform pulse shape 

discrimination. Three single photon radionuclides; 198Au, 137Cs and 54Mn were used 

to provide us with a wide range of gamma photon energies. Multi photon 

measurements were also carried out with 22Na, 198Au-137Cs and 137Cs and 60Co. The 

three algorithms used to perform the discrimination include the classic charge 

integration method, pulse gradient analysis and the frequency gradient analysis. In the 

interest of reducing cost of the detection system, the ability to perform PSD at 

reduced sampling was also studied.  



 

 

 

The detector yielded the best resolution of 9.23% for the 662 keV peak of 137Cs. 

Preliminary results indicate that the algorithms were successful in suppressing the 

Compton continuum and preserving a large portion of the counts under the photo 

peak. In terms of energy dependence of the algorithm charge integration is the least 

energy dependent followed by pulse gradient analysis and frequency gradient analysis 

is the most energy dependent algorithm. 198Au has shown an improvement in the 

FOM by a factor of 1.7, followed by 137Cs that has shown a FOM improvement by 

2.3 times, the corrected spectrum from 54Mn also shows an improvement in the FOM 

by around 1.8. Studies have also been carried out to perform PSD at reduced 

sampling frequency of 1.25 GHz and 833 MHz, initial results indicate that 

discrimination algorithms were successful at reduced sampling rates.  
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GAMMA SPECTRUM ENHANCEMENT IN A METAL LOADED PLASTIC 

SCINTILLATOR USING PSD 

 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Spectroscopy with Plastic 

Spectroscopy is the process of generating a histogram of energy distribution 

when radiation interacts with a detector. For the entire energy of the gamma 

photon to be deposited in a single interaction (photoelectric) we require a high 

Z material or a low energy photon [1]. These are the preferred type of 

interaction because it helps us identify the radionuclide emitting these 

photons. In some cases, we might have multiple Compton events followed by 

a photoelectric interaction, each interaction deposits a fraction of the gamma 

photon energy in the detector. The sum of the energy deposited in all the 

interactions might be equal to the initial gamma photon, in such a case we 

observe an increment in the channel corresponding to the photo peak. This 

process is rare in a plastic detector because there is a high probability of the 

photon escaping the detector before depositing its entire energy. Plastic 

detectors generally produce a large Compton continuum [2]. Studies aimed at 

plastic spectroscopy above 100 keV have yielded poor results [3]. However, 

in a metal loaded scintillator; Hydrogen and Carbon, the basic constituent of 

plastic (low Z materials) are responsible for majority of the Compton 

continuum and Tin (high Z material) is responsible for the majority of the 

photoelectric events in the detector. This forms the bases for differentiation of 

the pulses as the probability of a particular interaction occurring is higher in 
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one material and lower in the other. The scintillator we are using contains 13.2 

percent of tin in a polystyrene base. The spectrum from the detector exhibits 

the presence of a photo peak and a healthy Compton continuum.  

 

1.2 Motivation 

The driving force behind this work has been to develop a proof of concept of a 

detection technology that can discriminate interactions between high Z and 

low Z materials in a loaded plastic detector. Currently NaI/CLYC based 

detectors are widely used in border protection and for detection in general [4]. 

However, there are certain drawbacks of using NaI crystals; they can’t be 

manufactured in huge sizes and from an economic stand point they are 

expensive. On the other hand, plastic scintillators are not only easy to 

manufacture in a large size but are also comparatively cheap, this makes it an 

interesting option [5].  The motivation behind this project was to develop a 

method to discriminate interactions between high Z and low Z materials. 

These differences can be employed to preferentially reject the Compton 

continuum while preserving counts under the photo peak. This rejection 

process also helps in reducing the processing in real time because once we 

know that a pulse is a Compton pulse it will no longer be processed. 

Identifying fundamental differences in the pulse shape between interactions 

from low Z and high Z materials indicates the presence of new physics. This 

difference stems from the fact that the atom causing the interactions are 

different. Once we have a proof of concept, this technology can be used as a 
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cost-effective alternative for inorganic scintillators while providing us some 

spectroscopic information.  

1.3 Goals 

This work is focused on developing a proof of concept for a technology to be 

used in the field to discriminate between photoelectric and Compton events. 

This project utilizes a plastic scintillator provided by Sandia National Lab, a 

photo multiplier tube, a high voltage power source, an oscilloscope and 

LabVIEW software to record the pulses and Matlab to process the pulses. 

Efforts have been put into specific areas which include: 

• Calculating resolution of the detector for different shaping parameters. 

• Recording pulses and generating the spectrum for 137Cs, 22Na, 54Mn 

and 198Au.  

• Applying the Pulse shape discrimination algorithms; Charge 

Integration, Pulse gradient analysis and frequency gradient analysis to 

discriminate pulses. 

• Calculating the figure of merit for each algorithm and radionuclide to 

find the optimal parameters. 

• Investigating the effects of reduced sampling on the discrimination 

ability of the three algorithms. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Gamma Ray interactions with matter  

Gamma radiation interacting with matter results in one of three types of 

interactions; photoelectric, Compton or pair production [6]. These 

interactions are highly depended on the energy of the radiation and the 

atomic number of the nuclei the radiation is interacting with. Pair 

production has a minimum threshold of 1.022 MeV, which is the rest mass 

of the electron-positron pair [7]. For photoelectric interaction, we need the 

photon to interact with an orbital electron and have a minimum energy 

greater than the binding energy of the electron. Such interactions are 

generally associated with the inner orbital electrons. Compton interactions 

are partial depositions of gamma radiation energy in the atom. We shall 

look at the three types of interactions in detail. 

2.1.1 Photoelectric Absorption 

This is the interaction where the gamma photon deposits its entire energy 

in the detector. Some energy is however lost in overcoming the binding 

energy and there is a small recoil effect on the atom to conserve 

momentum [8]. This process was first discovered by Hertz in the year 

1887. This interaction is important in spectroscopy because the gamma 

photon liberates its entire energy resulting in a photo peak. Photo peaks 

are helpful in identifying the radionuclide that emits the photon. 

Photoelectric effect is highly depended on the gamma ray energy, electron 

binding energy and the atomic number of the atom. K shell electrons are 
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responsible for majority of the photoelectric events. The probability of 

photoelectric events is given by equation 1[9] 

τ α (Z4/E3)         (1) 

Where,  

τ is the photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient, Z is the atomic number 

of the target atom and E is the energy of the photon. From equation 1 it is 

clear that as energy decreases and atomic number of the atom increases 

photoelectric interaction probability increases rapidly. Figure 1 represents 

photoelectric absorptions [10] 

 
Figure 1: Representation of photoelectric absorption 

 

The energy of the photoelectron released is the difference between the 

energy of the incoming photon and the electron binding energy. The 

electron binding energy and the release of photoelectron is in coincidence. 

In small detectors, there is a probability where the electron binding energy 

might escape the detector. Such a case results in a k-escape peak; this peak 

appears to the left of the photo peak by energy equal to the x-ray released. 

In a similar fashion, we can have an L escape peak if the photon interacts 

with the L shell electron and so on for the other shells as well. This 

mechanism is shown in Figure 2 [10].   
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Figure 2: Photoelectric mass attenuation coefficient  

 

2.1.2 Compton Scatter 

Compton scatter is an interaction where a photon interacts with an electron 

and transfers a part of its energy to the electron. After the interaction, the 

photon still exists and travels in a new direction (mostly) with less energy 

than the incident photon. These types of interactions are prominent with 

loosely bound electrons or free electrons. For this mechanism to follow 

conservation of energy and momentum only partial energy can be 

transferred to the electron. The scattered photon will have a higher wave 

length than the incident photon [11]. This mechanism is described in 

figure 3 [10].  
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Figure 3: Representation of Compton scatter 

 

Assume the incident photon energy to be Eϒ, the energy of the scattered 

electron to be Ee and the energy of the scattered gamma ray to be E’.  

These three terms are related by equation 2 [10], 

Ee = Eϒ - E’         (2) 

After the interaction, a free electron and a photon is liberated. The energy 

of the scattered photon is related to the scattering angle by equation 3[10], 

E’ = m0c2 / (1-cosϕ + m0c2/E)       (3) 

Where m0c2 is the rest mass of electron (511 keV) and ϕ is the scatter 

angle, i.e. angle between the incident and scattered photon. For very small 

scatter angles the energy lost by the photon is very less. We have the 

maximum energy loss of the photon when we have an 180o scatter of the 

incident photon. This is the kind of interaction where we observe a 

Compton edge in the spectrum. When the scatter angle is not 180o the 

interaction increments a count in the spectrum with energy between zero 

and the Compton edge. To understand the process of Compton scattering 

and its effects on the spectrum, let’s consider a 137Cs spectrum in figure 4 

[10]. 
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Figure 4: Spectrum from 137Cs  

 

The Compton edge energy (467 keV for 137Cs) is the maximum energy 

that can be transferred to the atom in a single interaction via Compton 

scatter. The probability of a Compton interaction is depended on the Z/A 

ratio and is nearly constant for all materials [10].  

2.1.3 Pair Production 

The minimum energy required for pair production is 1.022 MeV. This is 

the rest mass energy equivalent of an electron-positron pair. This electron-

positron pair is produced because of the strong electromagnetic fields 

experienced near the nucleus of an atom. If this interaction were to take 

place, energy in excess of 1.022 MeV is shared equally by the electron and 

positron. This interaction is relatively unimportant for most of the cases 

because many radionuclides we use emit energy less than 1.022 MeV. The 

electron and positron interact with the surrounding medium and rapidly 

loose energy. After losing its energy the positron combines with an 

electron in the vicinity to annihilate each other producing two gamma 

photons, each carrying 0.511 MeV energy in opposite direction [12]. If 
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these photons are absorbed in the detector it results in a full energy peak. 

In most of the cases what we see is one 0.511 MeV photon is absorbed 

resulting in a single escape peak. If both the 0.511 MeV photons escape 

the detector it results in a double escape peak [13]. These single and 

double escape peaks are located 0.511 MeV and 1.022 MeV less than the 

photo peak respectively. The probability of pair production increases 

approximately as the square of the atomic number.  

Combining all the three interactions we generate a plot (figure 5) of the 

type of interaction for a given energy of gamma photon and atomic 

number of the target material [14].  

 
Figure 5: Relative importance of Photoelectric, Compton and Pair 

production as a function of energy and Z  
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2.2 Organic scintillation  

Organic scintillators are materials that have a carbon and hydrogen base and 

on interaction with radiation or ionizing particles they emit light photons. 

Some of the ideal scintillator materials properties include [15]: 

• Convert kinetic energy of charged particles into light photons with 

high scintillation efficiency. 

• Have a linear light yield over a wide range of energy. 

• Material should be transparent to its own light. 

• Should have a small decay time.  

• Have a refractive index similar to that of glass for effective coupling to 

the photomultiplier tube.  

• The material should be made of good optical quality and easy to 

manufacture. 

In real life, there is no material that satisfies all the above-mentioned 

properties, the best we can get is a combination of a couple of features. On 

comparing organic and inorganic scintillators, one big difference we notice is 

that fluorescence is a process that is depended on the molecule in case of 

organic materials and not on the physical state it is in (liquid, solid or gas). On 

the contrary in case of inorganic materials they require a regular crystalline 

lattice to exhibit the behavior of fluorescence. Most organic scintillators have 

a π-electron structure consisting of singlets (S) and triplets (T) states. 

Electrons can be excited into these singlet states when energy is transferred to 

a ground state electron (S0 is the ground state and S1 is the highest energy 
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state). The energy difference between these states is around 3 to 4 eV. Each of 

these energy states also have a vibrational energy associated with it. These 

vibrational energy states are represented by using a second subscript after the 

energy state, for example S00 is the vibrational state for the singlet ground 

state electron [16]. The scintillation mechanism follows the process of a 

population of excited molecules in the S1 state right after an excitation 

process. The scintillation light is emitted by the translation of electrons from 

the S1 energy state to any of the S0 states. If we assume τ to be the 

fluorescence decay time, the light emitted after an excitation is given by 

equation 4 [17], 

I(t) = Io e-t/ τ          (4) 

Where, 

I(t) is the intensity of the light at time t. 

Io is the initial light intensity and, 

t is the time.  

Figure 6, shows the π-electron structure de excitation mechanism [18].  
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Figure 6: Organic scintillator energy level diagram with π electron 

structure  

 

The triplets are formed long after the singlets, these are formed through a 

transition called inter-system crossing where some excited singlet state 

molecules convert into triplets. These triplet states have a life around 1 

millisecond and the light that is emitted by these states is often referred to as 

phosphorescence. As the triplet energy levels are often below the singlet 

energy levels the wavelength that is emitted form phosphorescence is higher 

than that of fluorescence. One important feature to notice in organic 

scintillators is that the energy of the photon that is emitted after an interaction 

and the energy that is liberated in the process of fluorescence is not the same, 

this covers an important characteristic about scintillation detectors; the 

scintillator should be transparent to its own emission spectrum. The 
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phenomenon of shifting the wavelength of the absorption and emission 

spectrum is called Stokes shift (Figure 7) [19].  

 
Figure 7: Emission and absorption spectrum of an organic scintillator 

exhibiting stokes shift  

 

In some cases, if the Stokes shift is not able to account for the wavelength 

different we require, a material called wavelength shifter is employed. This 

molecule performs the job of shifting the wavelength of the emission spectrum to 

a higher wavelength thereby enabling the light to escape the detector [20]. These 

shifters can also be used to match the final emission spectrum (from wavelength 

shifter) to our photomultiplier tube spectral response.  

 

2.1 Light Collection  

The light that is emitted from the scintillator needs to be converted into some 

form of electric signal to be analyzed. This process can be carried out using a 

Photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM). Photomultiplier 

tubes employ a photocathode to convert light photons into electrons, while on the 
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other hand SiPM’s use an avalanche photo diode to convert the light photons into 

electrical signals.  

2.3.1 Photo Multiplier Tubes 

One method of converting light into electric signals is by using a Photomultiplier 

tube, as the name suggests this piece of equipment converts light into current 

(electrons) and also increases the current as electrons pass through each dynode. 

A simple structure of a PMT is shown in Figure 8 [15]. 

 
Figure 8: Inside Structure of a PMT  

 

Light photons from the scintillator reach the entrance window of the PMT; 

here they interact with the photocathode. This is a material that converts light 

photons into electrons [21]. Ideally, we would want all the light photons to be 

converted into electrons. Unfortunately, the efficiency of the photocathode is 

about 30 percent; this means that only about 30 percent of the light photons 

impinging on the photocathode are being converted into electrons. The ratio of 

the number of photoelectrons that are emitted and the number of photons that 

are incident on the photocathode is called the quantum efficiency. A 

differential voltage is applied across each dynode; this is done so that the 

electron experiences a gradual acceleration as it moves towards the anode. 
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Some materials have a unique property of liberating more than one electron 

when a single electron interacts with their surface. The ratio of number of 

secondary electrons emitted and the number of primary electrons incident is 

called the multiplication factor (δ), represented by equation 5.  

δ =
# Secondary Electrons

# 𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑦 𝐸𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠
       (5) 

Suppose there are N numbers of dynodes, the total number of electrons after 

the N number of dynodes is equal to the multiplication factor raised to the 

power N. Before we calculate the gain of the PMT we are required to quantify 

how many number of electrons produced are actually staying inside the PMT. 

Electrons are charged particles and can be influenced by electric and magnetic 

forces, this is one of the major limitation of using a PMT. The fraction of 

electrons they end up staying inside the PMT is defined by the term α, 

combining all the above terms the gain G, of a PMT is given by equation 6 

[15]. 

G = αδN          (6) 

Generally, the gain is about many hundred thousand. The entire PMT housing 

is contained in a vacuum glass chamber. This is to prevent the interaction of 

accelerating electrons with air molecules. The spectral emission matching 

between the scintillator and the PMT is also an important factor. The PMT is 

sensitive to a specific range of wavelengths, if the scintillator emits light that 

does not fall in the specified wavelength band the PMT output is going to be 

poor. Therefore, it is very important to choose the photocathode according to 

the scintillator we are using, or else it might result in a case where the 
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scintillator being used has a high number of photons being emitted per MeV 

but the wavelength of the emitted photons is not in the photosensitive range of 

the photocathode thereby resulting in low number of pulses at the PMT anode.  

2.3.2 Silicon Photo Multipliers (SiPM) 

Silicon Photomultipliers or SiPM’s are compact, light weight and are not 

affected by electric or magnetic fields. These features made them a very 

attractive alternative to traditional photomultiplier tubes. SiPM’s in its 

fundamental structure are p-n junction diodes operating in reverse bias. The 

voltage applied is higher than the breakdown voltage. In this diode, there is a 

depletion region that is created because of the application of the voltage [22]. 

If radiation photons interact within this depletion region it leads to creation of 

electron-ion pairs. The number of electron ion pairs created is proportional to 

the energy deposited in the SiPM array. A single pair in the depletion region 

results in a cascade of events that increase of signal amplitude by many orders 

of magnitude, the operation is similar to what we expect to see in a GM 

counter.  Noticeable advantages of SiPM’s include [23]: 

• Insensitivity to electric and magnetic field. 

• Low operating voltage.  

• Relatively less ambient light sensitivity. 

• Light weight and durable structure.  
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2.4Compton Suppression Systems 

In spectroscopy, the Compton continuum is one of the most prominent 

features of the spectrum. Ideally, we would want the counts under the 

Compton continuum to be as less as possible. In such an effort researchers 

have come up with a Compton suppression system that preferentially rejects 

Compton pulses while accepting photoelectric pulses. This is done by using 

three materials, a plastic scintillator, a CsI detector and a BGO surrounding 

the CsI detector. This system was developed for radio xenon measurements 

[24]. Isotopes of xenon emit electrons and gamma radiation in coincidence. 

The electrons are detected in the plastic scintillator, and the gamma photons 

are detected in the CsI detector. If a pulse is detected in CsI in coincidence 

with a pulse from BGO, this means that a Compton interaction has occurred, 

therefore we reject such pulses. The second mode of interaction that can 

happen is a pulse being detected just by the CsI detector and no pulse detected 

by BGO; this suggests that a photoelectric interaction has occurred. This mode 

of counting is called anti-coincidence measurement, this means that we reject 

a pulse if both CsI and BGO detectors have triggered. The overall working of 

the system is as follows, a pulse from the plastic scintillator in coincidence 

with a pulse from the CsI detector is accepted and a pulse form the plastic 

scintillator in coincidence with CsI and BGO is rejected because such an 

interaction is a result of a Compton interaction.  
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2.5 Metal Loaded Scintillators 

Plastic scintillators are widely used for pulse shape discrimination between 

neutron gamma radiations. The process of PSD can be simply understood 

based on energy transfer and triplet annihilation. Organic scintillators are 

prepared in a way that excitation received by the solvent can be effectively 

transferred to the solute molecules. When radiation interacts with the 

scintillator, excitation of the solute singlet state results in prompt fluorescence 

from the individual solute molecule. The emission of delayed light involves 

triplet state excitations. This is a bimolecular process which depends upon the 

intermolecular overlap of the 2pπ molecular orbitals. This process of triplet 

annihilation is what gives rise to PSD and requires proximity of interacting 

molecules. It is unfortunate to know that most of the scintillation dyes have 

very low solubility in vinyl styrene and vinyl toluene which are used to obtain 

polyvinylstyrene and polyvinyltoluene (PVT). 

Work on loaded organic scintillators for spectroscopy has been going on for a 

very long time [26-31]. There are also commercially available loaded lead 

scintillators. Extensive research is being carried out in the field of metal 

loaded plastic spectroscopy as a viable replacement for inorganic detectors. 

Higher the atomic number of the material, higher the probability of a 

photoelectric event. With high atomic number comes a slew of problem; 

reduction in light transmission properties and reduced solubility. Therefore, 

there is always a tradeoff between the percentage of additive in the scintillator 

and the light yield/ light transmission properties. Pervious work has showed us 
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that non-radiative absorptions are responsible for unsatisfactory performance 

of the scintillator.  Researchers at Sandia National Lab have been successful at 

synthesizing a plastic scintillator loaded with a metal for spectroscopy. The 

photo peak in the spectrum gives us motivation to go a step further and look at 

differences in the interactions that are producing various regions in the 

spectrum (photo peak and the Compton continuum). We are fairly confident 

that low Z materials are not good at producing a photo peak; therefore, the 

photo peak that is present in the spectrum (Figure 9) [25] must be from the 

interaction of gamma radiation with a high Z material.  

 
Figure 9: Spectrum from 137Cs Source using a loaded plastic detector  

 

2.6 Pulse shape discrimination  

Pulse shape discrimination or PSD as the name suggests is a method to look 

and examine differences in pulse shapes. There are many methods that are in 

use to perform PSD namely; Charge Integration, Pulse gradient analysis, 

Frequency gradient analysis, Wavelet Analysis etc. The idea is to look at 

differences in the rising or the falling edge of the pulse and make conclusions 
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as to what particle/photon caused the interaction. Table 1 [32] illustrates a 

wide variety of tools available to us for performing PSD in both time and 

frequency domain. 

 
Table 1: PSD methods in time and frequency domains  

 
       2.6.1 Zero Crossing Method 

 In zero crossing method, we pass the pulse through a series of RC-CR 

shaping filters. The time taken by the pulse to cross zero is a function of the 

rise time and the pulse shape. The interval between the beginning of the pulse 

and the zero cross over points indicates the difference in pulses [33]. We 

measure the difference in time between the leading edge of the pulse and the 

point where the pulse crosses zero. We then employ a time to amplitude 

convertor to convert the time difference information into amplitude. 

Differences in crossover time are employed as a discriminating factor to 

discriminate between different events (figure 10 [33]).  
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Figure 10: Difference in cross over time between neutron and gamma 

pulse  

 

In case of neutron gamma discrimination, the neutron pulse takes a little 

longer to reach zero when compared to the gamma pulse. This information is 

utilized to discriminate between neutrons and gamma pulses.   

2.6.2 Charge Integration Method 

Charge integration method is by far the most common method used to perform 

pulse shape discrimination. In its fundamental form, we divide the pulse into 

different regions; leading edge and falling edge. In some cases, we might 

divide the falling edge into 2 regions [34-38]. The aim of this process is to 

take ratios of the integrated value of the leading edge of the pulse to the 

integrated value of the entire pulse or the integrated value of the falling edge 

of the pulse to the integrated value of the entire pulse. We use a filter to 

evaluate the integral value of each segment of the pulse (rising edge, falling 

edge). Once we have the values of the integrals, we divide the integral values 
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of the falling or rising edge of the pulse to the value of the entire pulse to 

obtain slow or fast component ratios. These ratios are helpful in 

discriminating between pulses. Considering any two types of pulses, for 

example if pulse A has a longer decay time compared to pulse B then the filter 

that computes the falling edge will have a larger value for pulse A compared 

to pulse B. This difference in filter values helps us discriminate between 

pulses. PSD using charge integration is a popular method for neutron gamma 

discrimination. These minute differences in the decay times are exploited by 

the algorithm to discriminate different events (figure 11) [39].  

 

 
Figure 11: Discrimination index vs light yield for n-γ from 241AmBe 

source 

 

2.6.3 Pulse Gradient Analysis 

Pulse gradient analysis (PGA) is used to discriminate pulses based on the 

position of the pulse after a set duration of time from the peak. Breaking this 

algorithm down, we are first required to sample the peak of the pulse; this 

value is then stored [41-42]. We then wait for a set duration of time and 

sample the pulse again as it is decaying. The time after which we resample the 
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pulse is crucial as most pulses are fast decaying exponentials. There have been 

some modifications to the current technique that have been implemented in 

some research work. Traditionally PGA based pulse shape discrimination 

depends on taking a sample at the peak and a single sample after a set duration 

of time. There has been a concern about implementing the discrimination 

system on a single value of the pulse; therefore, the suggested modification by 

some researchers has been to perform a three-point average of the pulse. The 

points chose for the average will be the value at the set duration after the peak 

and the two other samples are, one before and one after the value at the set 

duration after the peak. This method is a simple method which does not 

require the use of filters, but we are required to perform baseline estimations 

to make this algorithm insensitive to baseline.  Figure 12 illustrates the 

differences in decay time [40].  

 
Figure 12: Neutron and gamma pulses discrimination using PGA  

 

2.6.4 Frequency Gradient Analysis 

The methods we have seen till now are based on time domain. An alternate 

way to look at PSD is to decompose the time domain signal as a sum of sine 
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and cosine functions. This process is called as performing a Fourier 

Transform. We have a Fourier transform value for each data point in the 

pulse. Fourier transform data has a real and imaginary component associated 

with them [44, 45].  We are interested in the magnitude of the Fourier 

transform at each point in frequency domain.  Figure 13 has magnitude on the 

Y-Axis and frequency on the X-Axis [43]. Discrimination is based on the 

magnitude of the pulse at a given frequency.  This approach is popular 

because of its friendly implementation in hardware. 

 
Figure 13: Neutron gamma discrimination using FGA algorithm  

 

In Figure 13 we can observe a difference in the magnitude of the pulse at 

0MHz; this difference is used to exploit the differences between a neutron 

pulse and a gamma pulse. After 0 MHz, there is no appreciable difference in 

the magnitude, therefore the differentiation takes place based on the 

magnitude of the pulse at 0 MHz. 
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3. Materials and Methods 

Based on the literature review covering the types of interactions that can occur 

in the plastic detector and the algorithms used to process the pulses we intent 

to build a detector to demonstrate the differences in pulse shapes between 

Compton and photoelectric events to serve as a proof of concept.  

The core idea behind this project has been the use to two different types of 

materials embedded in the detector to detect Compton events and 

photoelectric events. Tin being a heavy metal has a higher probability of 

undergoing a photoelectric event as opposed to plastic that has a higher 

probability of undergoing a Compton interaction. The detector is optically 

coupled to a photomultiplier tube using silica gel. The current pulse from the 

PMT is converted into a voltage pulse. This voltage pulse is measured in the 

oscilloscope. LabVIEW is used to control the oscilloscope from a PC and 

convert the data files into a text format. Matlab is used to remove the headers 

in the text file and convert the pulse data in the form of an array. The array 

format of the pulse is used to generate histograms and extract differences in 

pulse shapes.  

The goal is to test the performance of the three algorithms and observe 

differences in terms of figure of merit. Another aim of this study is to 

investigate the PSD performance as we decrease the sampling frequency, this 

will help greatly in cutting down the cost as we would require an ADC that is 

operating at a lower frequency.  
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3.1 Prototype Design 

The design involves a plastic scintillator, a Photomultiplier tube, high voltage 

power supply and an oscilloscope. The PMT and the scintillator are enclosed 

in a 3D printed holder. The holder consists of two parts; the cap and the tube, 

both these parts were 3D printed at the Oregon State Universities 3D printing 

facility. The cap houses the scintillator and the tube houses the 

photomultiplier tube. A high voltage power supply is connected to the PMT to 

provide the required potential difference to accelerate the electrons. The 

output of the PMT is connected to the oscilloscope. Data is transferred from 

the oscilloscope to the PC and post processed in Matlab. Initial data was 

collected at a sampling frequency of 2.5 GHz. To obtain data at reduced 

sampling frequency (1.25 GHz and 833.33 MHz), we selected alternate data 

points from our initial measurements (2.5 GHz) rather than collecting the data 

all over again. Selecting every second data point from our initial measurement 

would give us the data for 1.25 GHz and selecting every third sample would 

give us data equivalent to 833.33 MHz sampling.  

3.1.1 Materials 

This section describes the materials and the methods used to build the 

detector. Efforts have been made to shed light on the equipment used to build 

the detector and methods used to construct the spectrum.  
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3.1.1.1 Scintillator 

The plastic scintillator is cubic in structure and measures 13.24 x 13.24 x 

13.24 mm3. The scintillator has a polystyrene base with heavy metal atoms 

embedded in the matrix. The scintillators were received in a polished state 

(Figure 14). These scintillators were doped with a heavy metal (Tin) 

percentage of 13.2 %.  

 
Figure 14: The Plastic Scintillator received from Sandia National Lab 

 

3.1.1.2 Holder 

The holder as discussed earlier consists of two parts; the tube and the cap. The 

tube is designed to hold the photomultiplier tube and the cap is designed to 

house the cubic scintillator. These parts were designed in solid works and 

printed at the OSU 3D printing facility. Some of the design goals were to 

minimize the light entering the PMT from the outside environment, have a 

light tight seal between the cap and the holder. These goals were achieved by 

printing the body using black PLA and by using a black masking tape at the 
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cap and the tube edge. The cap and the holder were printed in black also to 

minimize light reaching the PMT from reflection; this is a precautionary 

measure to account for light photons that have managed to enter the assembly. 

The tube is 88 mm long has an inner radius of 9.65 mm and outer radius of 

12.65 mm. We choose this thickness so that the assembly (figure 15) can 

maintain its structural integrity when the PMT is loaded inside the tube and to 

prevent any remote chance of photons entering the assembly from the 

periphery.  

 
Figure 15: 3D model of the tube for housing the photomultiplier 

 

The cap (figure 16) is designed to hold the cubic scintillation crystal. The cap 

is 3 mm thick; it was designed with the same ideology to prevent any photons 

from entering the holder from the outside.  

 
Figure 16: 3D model of the cap to house the scintillator 
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Once the scintillator is placed inside the cap, we align the cap and the tube 

assembly. Although we printed the holder assembly with black Poly Lactic 

Acid (PLA), 100 percent light sealing can’t be guaranteed. Another point of 

concern was light entering the assembly from the other end of the tube (anode 

end), to prevent this we wrapped the other end of the tube also with masking 

tape, this is the side the anode of the PMT is present.  

3.1.1.3 Photomultiplier tube and the Oscilloscope 

The oscilloscope being used was Tektronix mixed signal oscilloscope MSO 

4054B [46]. It has a peak sampling frequency of 2.5 GHz with a bandwidth of 

500 MHz and 8-bit vertical resolution. The photomultiplier being used was 

Hamamatsu R1166. This PMT has a 23 % quantum efficiency at 420 nm and 

an anode to cathode maximum voltage of 1250 V [47]. The PMT has a 10-

dynode configuration.  

 
Figure 17: The MSO 4054b oscilloscope and the Hamamatsu R1166 

Photomultiplier tube  
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3.1.2 Detector Preparation 

The scintillator was cleaned with an alcohol wipe to remove any dust or 

foreign materials from the surface. Then the photocathode side of the PMT is 

also cleaned with alcohol wipe to remove any dust or impurities from the 

surface. The scintillator is wrapped with Teflon tape from 5 sides; the side 

facing the photocathode is not wrapped as it would be the surface from where 

light reaches the PMT (figure 18). We wrap the scintillator with Teflon 

because it acts as a reflecting surface for the isotropic light emitted from the 

scintillator. We then apply silica gel on the surface of the PMT to act as an 

intermediate medium between the scintillator and the PMT. This gel is applied 

so that the light emitted by the scintillator does not see any change in 

refractory index as it travels form the scintillator to the PMT. If there was a 

difference in refractor index it might lead to light being refracted or reflected 

off the surface, such a scenario is not recommended as it might result in 

loss/delay of light photons reaching the photocathode. Once the scintillator is 

attached to the surface of the PMT we align our cap assembly on top of the 

tube and light seal the edges with black masking tape to prevent light from 

entering the detector; that means no light photons from outside are allowed to 

enter the scintillator and no light photons generated from the interaction of 

gamma radiation is allowed to leave the holder. Although we have all the 

measures in place to light seal the detector there is a very small probability of 

photons leaking or entering the holder assembly.  
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Fig 18: The PMT inside the tube assembly and the scintillator wrapped in 

Teflon tape  

 

The next step is to connect the PMT to a high voltage power supply. The 

operation voltage was chosen to be +750V, although the PMT is rated to 

operate at a maximum voltage of 1250V, there were issues with the noise that 

was produced in the signal at this voltage; therefore, it was decided to reduce 

the operational voltage. The output of the PMT is connected to the 

oscilloscope. Figure 19 shows a sample pulse that was reconstructed in Excel 

form the LabVIEW data.   
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Fig 19: 137Cs pulse from the plastic detector 

 

While taking measurements with radioactive sources it is important to keep 

the source shielded to reduce exposure to any person working in the area. It is 

also required to put on a TLD badge while handling material emitting 

radiation.  

The next step was data collection, two paths for data collection were 

employed using the: 

• RX 1200 for resolution calculations (Figure 20). 

• MSO 4054B for collection individual pulse data (Figure 21). 

 
Figure 20: Block Diagram for resolution calculations  
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Figure 21: Block Diagram for pulse data collection  

 

While measuring the resolution of the detector using the 137Cs source (Figure 

20), the PMT output is connected to the pre-amplifier, the output of the pre-

amplifier is then connected to the RX 1200 which houses the ADC (200 MHz, 

with 12-bit vertical resolution) and the Spartan 3 FPGA. Data from the RX-

1200 is read using Ray Panel 2.1; this piece of software reads the data from 

the FPGA and displays the spectrum on a PC. For capturing pulse data 

information (Figure 21) the output of the PMT is connected to the 

oscilloscope which acts as a digitizer. Data from the digitizer is logged using 

LabVIEW signal express and processed in Matlab. The experimental set up is 

shown while capturing pulse data using the oscilloscope (Figure 22).  

 
Fig 22: The experimental setup 
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The RX 1200 (figure 23) houses the analog conditioning electronics, ADC, 

FGPA, and USB interface. ADC is the instrument that is responsible for 

converting the analog signal from the pre-amplifier into a digital signal. The 

data from the ADC is processed by the Spartan 3 FPGA and a block ram 

stores the histogram data. This data is then read by Ray Panel 2.1 and 

displayed on the PC. The functional block diagram of the RX 1200 is shown 

in figure 24 [48].  

 
Figure 23: Front Panel of the RX-1200 

 

 
Figure 24: RX-1200 Functional block diagram 
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3.2 Detector Characterization 

Once it was observed that the detector was generating healthy pulses it was 

decided to characterize the detector and measure the energy resolution. For 

characterization, there were slight changes made to the setup, the output of the 

PMT is connected to the preamplifier and the preamplifier output is connected 

to the RX-1200 housing the ADC and the FPGA. The data from the FPGA is 

read by Ray Panel 2.1, and the spectrum is displayed on the PC. The current 

pulse from the detector is integrated on the feedback capacitor producing a 

voltage pulse. The relation between voltage produced and charge is given by 

equation 7 

V = Q / Cf           (7) 

Where,  

V is the Voltage 

Q is the total charge integrated, and 

Cf is the capacitance of the capacitor 

Therefore, to generate a high voltage signal we are required to keep the 

capacitance as low as possible.  A low capacitance enables us to have a good 

voltage resolution for small changes in charge deposited in the detector.  

The FPGA was programed using a .bit file that was generated in Xilinx. 4 to 

4.3 million pulses were collected for each 137Cs spectrum and data was 

exported to a .csv file. This file was then imported to Matlab and resolution 

calculations were performed using a Gaussian fit algorithm. Multiple runs 

were performed to obtain the resolutions for varying peaking time and flat top 
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time of the trapezoidal filter. The anticipated trend of the resolution was that it 

would first start to decrease and then reach a minimum and then start to 

increase again. The minimum resolution is considered to be the optimal 

setting for generating a spectrum.  

 

3.3 Simulation 

It was important to verify if the spectrum generated by the detector is indeed 

what MCNP is predicting. A simple MCNP code was written simulating the 

response of the detector to a 137Cs source using the f8 tally. Gaussian energy 

broadening parameters were used to generate a realistic detector response. The 

a, b and c values for the GEB were taken from a paper investigating the GEB 

parameters in plastic detectors [49]. An Energy threshold of 20 keV was 

applied while running the code. Based on these values a spectrum from 

MCNP was generated with 5 billion histories. The MCNP predicted spectrum 

is shown in figure 25. 

 
Figure 25: MCNP generated energy spectrum for 137Cs 
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To verify if the two spectrums were indeed the same we had to scale up the 

MCNP simulation to match the peak from actual measurements. This is done 

because the data generated by MCNP for each bin is the number of counts in 

that bin divided by the total number of histories; this is the reason for the 

relative counts (Y-Axis) in the MCNP generated spectrum being so small 

even though we simulated 5 billion particles. While plotting to compare the 

MCNP spectrum and the spectrum from the detector it was required to shift 

the spectrum to the right by nearly 10 bins (equivalent to 20 keV) because 

there was a 20 keV cutoff that was employed while simulating in MCNP. 

After the scaling and peak matching were performed it was observed that the 

superimposed plot of the MCNP f8 tally and the spectrum generated by the 

detector follow each other very smoothly.  

 
Figure 26: MCNP simulation and Detector measurements for 137Cs 
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The MCNP simulations and the detector measurements were plotted (Figure 

26) in a semi log plot to provide a realistic plot of comparison. Once the 

characterization of the detector was performed focus shifted on collecting data 

from the detector using the MSO 4054B oscilloscope.  

 

3.4 Data Logging and conversion 

3.4.1 Logging 

In this work, it is required to store information from each pulse. Once this 

information is stored, a spectrum is generated from all the pulses. The idea 

behind this method is that if data from each pulse is stored, these pulses can be 

analyzed for differences in shapes which will help us generate a Compton 

suppressed spectrum. For this a path of communication needs to be 

established between the PC and the oscilloscope. After that we are also 

required to find a way to log/store the pulse data form the oscilloscope. 

LabVIEW signal express was installed on one of the lab PC’s and a path of 

communication was established after upgrading the firmware on the 

oscilloscope. From LabVIEW, the trigger settings, horizontal and vertical 

scale on the scope and other controls can be executed. This software also gave 

the ability to perform data logging. The system was set such that once the 

pulse exceeds the trigger threshold the software captures the pulse and stores 

it in a technical data management system (.tdms) file format; this is a format 

created by National Instruments to store data. Each pulse contains 1000 data 

points, spaced 400 Pico seconds apart. While the system is logging data, it 
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captures around 3 pulses a second, this is extremely slow compared to RX-

1200 that was capturing around 50 pulses per second. Therefore, to get a good 

number of pulses to generate a spectrum it was decided to collect data for 200 

to 250 thousand pulses for each measurement.  

After the pulses were collected data logging was terminated and the .tdms 

files were converted to ASCII format (American Standard Code for 

Information Interchange). The time taken for converting the data depends on 

the PC we are using and other programs that are running in the background. 

From our experience, this process takes from as little as 40 minutes to as 

much as 20 hours to convert a 250k pulses measurement file from a .tdms file 

to an ASCII file. To save disk space once the conversion is completed 

all .tdms files were deleted. 

3.4.2 Data Parsing 

The data from the text file contains information like date, time the pulse was 

captured, channel name that was used etc. Such information is not useful from 

a pulse processing prospective. Therefore, it was required to remove such 

headers from each pulse stream and store all the data in the form of a matrix, 

without any header information. The reason data was stored in a matrix format 

was because it was decided beforehand that data processing would be 

performed in Matlab, and Matlab is exceptional at handling matrices.  
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Figure 27: The ASCII format file generated by LabVIEW 

 

We see from Figure 27 that the first 7 lines of each pulse are not really 

required during pulse processing, all the code is looking for is data 

corresponding to the pulse and not the timestamp of the pulse, therefore the 

first 7 lines are omitted while data parsing. A script was written in Matlab to 

parse the first seven lines of each pulse and the next 1000 lines are written in a 

row of a matrix, the next 7 lines are again parsed and the following 1000 lines 

are written in the second row of the matrix, this continues until all the pulses 

are populated in the matrix. Then the file format was changed from .txt to .mat 

format, this is a Matlab data file format. Such files are read in Matlab and 

used to generate spectrums.  

 

3.5 Spectrum Plotting, ROI’s and discrimination parameters  

3.5.1 Plotting 

For generating a spectrum, a script was written in Matlab, this includes 

defining a triangular filter, and performing convolution operations. The 

triangular filter has 120 co-efficient; convolution of the 1000 data points in the 

pulse and the triangular filter were performed. The result of the convolution is 
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stored in the form of an array.  To know the amplitude of the pulse the 

maximum value of the convolved output of the filter and the pulse stream is 

calculated. Once this value is obtained, we multiply this value by a constant 

(chosen to be 50) before mapping it to the channel number. This number is 

synonymous to the conversion gain we use in spectroscopy. Caution must be 

exercised because if too large a value is chosen to multiply the amplitude; the 

resultant might be larger than the number of channels on the MCA. When the 

channel number for the pulse has been identified the count in the channel is 

incremented by one. We start with zero counts in all channels in the MCA and 

as pulses are processed, counts in that respective channels are incremented. At 

the end, the MCA data is plotted using the plot command in Matlab. 

Following the process described above a spectrum was plotted (Figure 28) in 

Matlab for 137Cs. 

 
Figure 28: Spectrum from 137Cs using 247k Pulses 
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A 662 keV peak and the Compton edge at around 470 KeV is observed. The 

Photo fraction percentage of the spectrum is about 1 %. Photo fraction is 

defined as the number of counts under the photo peak divided by the total 

number of counts under the entire spectrum.  

3.5.2 Region of Interests  

After plotting the spectrum, channels corresponding to the photo peak and the 

Compton continuum were identified. These regions are important because 

pulses from these regions would be used to identify changes in pulse shapes 

between photo peak pulses and Compton continuum pulses.  Once the 

discriminating parameter has been recognized, this data would be used to 

check if the pulse is coming from a high Z material or a low Z material. If the 

pulse is classified as a pulse from a high Z material this pulse is considered to 

be a valid pulse and use the amplitude data is used to increment our PSD 

corrected spectrum. If the pulse turns out to be a pulse coming from a low Z 

material this pulse would be rejected not counted in the corrected spectrum. 

First, all the pulses under the photo peak and the Compton continuum would 

be stored in two separate arrays. Looking at the spectrum (Figure 28) it can be 

observed that the number of pulses in the photo peak is less compared to the 

total number of pulses in the Compton continuum, therefore while populating 

the arrays with photo peak and Compton continuum pulses it is recommended 

not to populate the Compton array with the entire range of the Compton 

continuum. We choose a slice of the Compton continuum usually mid-way in 

the Compton continuum. For example, in the 137Cs spectrum the photo peak is 
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in-between 600 and 700 keV. All the pulses in this range would be populated 

in the photo peak array. In a similar fashion, all the pulses in-between 160 and 

240 keV would be populated in the Compton array. The regions of interests in 

this 137Cs spectrum are shown in figure 29.  

 
Figure 29: 137Cs Spectrum showing the Regions of Interest 

 

3.5.3 Discrimination Parameters 

Once both the pulses have been separated and stored in two arrays, they are 

passed through the three discrimination algorithms to check for differences. It 

was also decided to plot both the set of arrays on a single plot to visually see if 

there were any differences. To bring both the sets of pulses to an equal scale it 

was necessary to normalize the pulses. This is because the pulses in the 

photoelectric region would be having higher amplitude and the pulses in the 

Compton region would be having lower amplitude, so there would be no way 

to compare both of them visually. Another problem with this approach is that 

the peaks of photoelectric and Compton pulses would not be at the same 

Compton Region 

Photo peak Region 
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location, therefore it was also necessary to move all the pulses to a same peak 

location. This is because of the pulse amplitude, if the amplitude is small it 

would take less time for it to achieve its peak, on the contrary if the pulse 

amplitude is large, it would take more time for the pulse to reach its peak 

location. After performing the amplitude adjustments and setting all the pulses 

to have the same peak location a plot was generated, Figure 30 shows the 

adjusted photo peak and Compton pulse plots.  

 
Figure 30: Normalized Compton continuum and Photo peak pulses from 

137Cs 

 

We can observe from Figure 30 that there is a visual difference between 

photoelectric and Compton pulses, in an effort to exploit these differences 

three algorithms were developed; Charge Integration method, Pulse Gradient 

Analysis and Frequency Gradient Analysis. Each of these algorithms uses a 
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method in time or frequency domain to exploit differences in pulse shapes. 

These differences can be in the rise time of the pulse or the decay time of the 

pulse.  

 

3.6 Pulse Shape Discrimination Algorithms 

The ability to perform pulse shape discrimination stems from the fact that 

there are changes in the decay time or the rise time of the pulse. These 

features can be extracted in many ways using algorithms. For this work, it was 

decided to use Charge Integration, Pulse Gradient Analysis and Frequency 

Gradient Analysis. All three algorithms were implemented for neutron gamma 

discrimination in varying capacity. Charge Integration method is the classic 

and most preferred method of implementation because of friendly hardware 

implementation and less running time. Pulse Gradient Analysis is a method 

that takes into account the varying decay time of pulses to discriminate 

between events. Frequency gradient analysis transforms the time domain 

information into frequency domain and analyzes differences in pulse shapes as 

a function of magnitude and frequency. From the literature review it was 

evident that Charge Integration is the preferred form of PSD, and while 

implementing other methods, charge integration is always taken as a 

benchmark. Partially the reason also stems from the fact that Charge 

Integration accounts for each point in the pulse while calculating the slow and 

fast component ratios rather than relying on a single point as it is done in 

Pulse Gradient Analysis.  
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3.6.1 Charge Integration 

In charge integration method, the slow component and fast component rations 

of the pulse are calculated and observed for differences in the ratios of these 

components. Filters are used as a tool to integrate the area under the pulse. 

Generally, the pulse is divided in two regions; the fast component region and 

the sloe component region.   

In our work, it was decided to use three regions instead of two. This is 

because after noticing the pulses it was observed that the tail component of the 

pulse had two components. The pulse first starts to decay and then there 

would be a slight increase in decay time. Based on this observation it was 

decided that triangular filters with 15, 35 and 70 coefficients would be 

employed to calculate the charge integrated value in each region. The first 

filter is responsible for integrating the rising edge of the pulse, the second 

filter is designed to integrate the rising edge of the pulse and the following 20 

data points of the pulse, and the third filter would integrate the entire pulse 

ranging around 70 data points. To obtain the filter values of just the 20 points 

after the peak we are required to subtract the filter output of the first filter 

from the filter output of the second filter. In a similar fashion to obtain the 

value of the last 35 data points we are required to subtract the filter output of 

the second filter from the filter output of the third filter. The changes in pulse 

shape might be from vibrational states associated with their energies or 

Compton interactions followed by a photoelectric interaction. It is 

instrumental to understand that these are the very changes in pulse shapes we 
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are looking for. The area shown in yellow (figure 31) is calculated using the 

first filter, the second filter calculates the area shown in yellow and blue, the 

third filter with 70 coefficients calculates area under the entire pulse.  

 
Figure 31: Regions of charge integration using the filters for a 137Cs pulse 

 

Triangular filters are used to perform the convolution operation on the pulse. 

Three filters with varying number of coefficients are used to integrate 

different portions of the pulse. After the convolution is performed to calculate 

the filter outputs, the maximum values value is chosen to the be integrated 

value of the portion of the pulse. Using these maximum values of each of the 

filter we calculate the fast and slow component ratios. The fast component 

ratio is defined as the difference between the maximum output of the second 

filter and the first filter divided by the maximum filter output of the third 

filter. The slow component ratio is defined as the ratio of the maximum of the 

second filter subtracted from the third filter output and the third filter output.  
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Fast Component ratio = 
[max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 2)−max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 1))

max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 3)
 

Slow Component Ratio = 
[max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 3)−max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 1))

max(𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟 3)
 

3.6.2 Pulse Gradient Analysis 

Pulse Gradient Analysis is a relatively less computationally intensive 

algorithm compared to the charge integration method. The whole algorithm 

revolves around a peak detector. The first step is to sample a couple of data 

points in the pre-trigger region before the rising edge of the pulse; this is done 

as to get an estimate of the baseline. Baseline information is important to 

calculate the amplitude of the pulse. The value of the baseline is recorded and 

we begin looking for the peak of the pulse. Once the peak is identified the 

location of the peak is recorded. To calculate the amplitude of the pulse the 

baseline value is subtracted from the peak, this amplitude information is 

stored for future use. After a set duration, a sample from the tail of the pulse is 

chosen. This sample helps us in discriminating an event from a high Z and 

low Z material. If the value of the sample is above a certain value the pulse is 

classified as a pulse coming from a low Z material and if the value is greater 

than the threshold the pulse is classified as a pulse coming from a high Z 

material. To discriminate between high Z and low Z interaction there needs to 

be a discrimination parameter that needs to be obtained, this information is 

obtained from the pulse amplitude. The numerical value of the discrimination 

parameter is different for each pulse. This value is set to be equal to a set 

percentage of the pulse amplitude. For example, if the peak amplitude of the 

pulse is 100 mV and the discrimination ratio is 0.75, the discrimination 
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parameter is 75 mV. The discrimination ratio is defined as the amplitude of 

the pulse which is chosen after a set duration of time divided by the peak 

amplitude of the pulse. If the sample we choose in the falling edge of the pulse 

has an amplitude less than 75 mV it is classified as a pulse from a low Z 

material and if the amplitude is greater than 75 mV it is classified as a pulse 

form a high Z material. One important step is to keep the sampling time from 

the peak a constant. This means that for each pulse it is required to choose the 

sample in the falling edge after the same set amount of time. Falling edges of 

pulses from radiation resembles a decaying exponential function. That being 

said it must be noted that the discrimination ratio is strongly coupled to the 

sampling time after the peak. If we wait for a longer time after the peak the 

discrimination ration drop, and with decrease in time to sampling the 

discrimination ration increases. This ratio eventually reaches 1 when the 

sampling time is equal to zero. Figure 32 shows the implementation of the 

PGA algorithm along with the peak and the second data point.  

 
Figure 32: Peak and the second sample from 137Cs photo peak 

 

Second Sample 

Peak Sample 
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To better understand the amount of time we are required to wait to obtain the 

best discrimination we plot a figure of normalized photoelectric and Compton 

pulses with all the pulses having the same peak location.  It is recommended 

to plot all the pulses at the same peak location because it becomes easy to 

actually understand decay time differences between the photo peak and 

Compton continuum interactions (Figure 33). Pulse Gradient Analysis is an 

algorithm that depends heavily on looking for differences at the right 

locations. That means the time after which we sample the pulse after the peak 

is crucial. In Figure 33 the differences in pulse shape between photoelectric 

and Compton events are visually apparent based on the amplitude of the pulse 

at time T1. This same difference is not quite evident if we are sampling the 

pulse at time T2 after the peak, at T2 there is almost no difference in pulse 

amplitudes between high Z (red) and low Z interactions (blue). Therefore, it is 

very important to choose the right time to sample the pulse.  
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Figure 33: Pulse Location using two different times 

 

To identify the best location to sample after the peak an algorithm was 

developed in Matlab. To implement this algorithm, we require to use the two 

arrays of photoelectric and Compton pulses that was created right after 

generating the spectrum. The amplitude of each pulse type after the peak is 

stored in an array for up to 70 data points, therefore two arrays are required, 

one storing the amplitude of all the photo peak pulses after the peak and 

another array storing values of the all amplitude from the Compton 

continuum. After all the pulses are passed through the algorithm we are left 

with two arrays containing the amplitude sum data of the two pulse types after 

the peak. To identify the location of maximum difference between photo peak 

and Compton continuum events we subtract one array from the other. This 

subtraction gives us the differences in amplitudes of the two pulse types as a 

function of location from the peak. As we are interested in the location of 

T1 

T2 
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maximum differences between photo peak and Compton continuum events we 

ask the algorithm to return the point of maximum difference relative to the 

peak. The output of the algorithm is the location from the peak havening the 

highest difference between the two set of pulses. This information can be used 

to sample the pulse tail end of the pulse at the right time. It is imperative to 

note that although best efforts are put in to make the algorithms insensitive to 

the amplitude of the pulse, there appears to be a dependence of amplitude on 

the PSD ability of the algorithm. In an effort to make the pulse gradient 

analysis algorithm less dependent on the amplitude we have employed the 

constant fraction discriminator (CFD) which we discussed earlier in this 

section. Some researchers have adapted another technique to perform PSD 

using Pulse Gradient. Instead of depending on a single data point in the tail 

region of the pulse they have resorted to using a 3-point approach. This means 

there would be three points that would be selected in the tail region and 

averaged to get a good estimate of the data that would be used for 

discrimination. The three points are generally the original data point that was 

chosen in the single point approach and one data point before and after the 

original data point. This method is relative good at eliminating uncertainty 

errors that might arise from choosing just a single point for our analysis.  

Once the study on sample pulses form the photoelectric and Compton regions 

have been performed and the discrimination ratio and the time of sampling 

after the peak have been obtained this information is used to pass all the 
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pulses through the algorithm and generate a plot consisting the PSD corrected 

spectrum.  

3.6.3 Frequency Gradient Analysis 

Frequency gradient analysis or FGA is an algorithm that converts the time 

domain signal into frequency domain and check for differences in pulse shape 

in the frequency domain. Performing a Fourier transform means mapping the 

time domain signal to the frequency domain. This can also be thought as a 

decomposition of the signal into sinusoids of different frequencies.  The 

function used in Matlab is called a fast Fourier transform or fft, this is an 

algorithm built in Matlab to perform discrete Fourier transforms. To start off 

with this algorithm pulses from the photo peak and the Compton regions in 

the spectrum are used. The fft function in Matlab is used to perform the 

Discrete Fourier Transform of the normalized pulse ranging from 30 points 

before the peak to 74 points after the peak of the pulse. This function 

generates an array populated with a real and an imaginary component for each 

of the data point in the pulse. The magnitude of the data point (Equation 8) is 

the square root of the sum of the squares of the real and imaginary part. The 

phase at this point is the tan inverse of the imaginary component divided by 

the real component.  

Mg = ((Rx
2 + Ry

2) 0.5         (8) 

 Where, 

Mg is the magnitude at a frequency, Rx is the real component and Ry is the 

imaginary component of the Fourier transform. The information of the fft is 
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stored in an array. We need to understand that performing an fft gives us 

frequency information in terms of the length we used to perform an fft. We 

are free to choose the length for an fft in Matlab. The Fourier transform is 

repetitive in nature, from 0 to sampling frequency divided by 2.   For example, 

if the signal is sampled at 5 GHz, giving us a sampling rate of 200 Pico 

seconds and we choose to perform a 50-point dft. If we choose to plot the fft 

signal directly we are going to have a mix of real and imaginary components 

in the plot with no magnitude information and moreover the zero frequency 

components are not plotted in the figure. This problem is resolved by using a 

function called fftshift, this function moves the zero frequency components to 

the center of the plot, and the right and left of the zero components are the 

positive frequencies and the negative frequencies. Performing an fftshift 

restores the information about the zero frequency which was not previously 

available from the fft operation.  The discrimination parameters for the pulses 

come from the magnitude of the zero-frequency data. The zero-frequency data 

is chosen because at zero frequency we have the maximum difference 

between the two types of pulses. Figure 34 shows us an example of two pulses 

in its frequency domain.  
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Figure 34: Magnitude vs Frequency spectrum of photo peak and 

Compton continuum pulses from 137Cs 

 

From Figure 34 it is evident that at low frequencies there is a difference in the 

amplitude of the pulse and at high frequencies the magnitude is 

indistinguishable. This is precisely the reason why we choose to perform the 

discrimination at low frequencies to take advantage of the fact that we might 

have a difference in the magnitude of the transform.  We are particular about 

the magnitude at zero frequency because from the literature review it is 

evident that zero frequency tends to give the best results for pulse shape 

discrimination.  

In the algorithm, we divide each pulse by the peak of that pulse so that the 

maximum amplitude of each pulse is one and that there is no influence of 

amplitude on the discrimination process of the algorithm if any. We are also 
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free to represent the magnitude information in terms of decibels by using a 

function called db. To convert a quantity into decibels we use equation 9, 

Db = 20 log(A)         (9) 

Where, A is the magnitude of the discrete Fourier transform at each location. 

It is sometimes advisable to use decibel notation if we are dealing with large 

range of amplitudes in a single plot thereby making it difficult to represent the 

entire data.  

 

3.7 Figure of Merit and Fractional Standard Deviation 

After generating the PSD corrected spectrums from various algorithms we 

need a way or method to study the performance of one algorithm to the other.  

To develop a figure of merit for our system we first need to define a few terms 

which includes, 

• Photo fraction: This is the ratio of number of counts under the photo 

peak and the total spectrum. 

• Compton Continuum: This is the region from the starting of the 

spectrum up to the beginning of the photo peak. 

• Compton Suppression Ratio: This is the ratio of the number of counts 

under the Compton continuum before correction to the number of 

counts in the Compton continuum after PSD correction.  

• Recovered Photo peak: This is the ratio of the number of counts in the 

corrected spectrums photo peak to the number of counts in the initial 

spectrums photo peak.  
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Using the above definitions, a set of requirements were developed to obtain a 

Figure of Merit for our corrected PSD spectrums. The desired features in the 

PSD corrected spectrum includes:  

• Recovering the maximum number of pulses under the photo peak. 

• Minimizing the number of counts in the Compton continuum.  

• Improvement in the photo fraction. 

• High Compton Suppression Ratio 

• Minimizing the number of photoelectric event rejections.  

 

From the above requirements, we have decided to have a Figure of Merit to be 

the product of the photo peak recovered percentage and the photo fraction 

percentage. The photo peak recovered percentage is the ratio of the pulses in 

the corrected spectrum divided by the number of pulses in the photo peak in 

the original spectrum multiplied by 100. Form our study it was evident that 

there will be some loss in the number of pulses in the photo peak in the 

corrected spectrum when compared to the original spectrum. From our study, 

it was also observed that there will be an increase in the photo fraction 

percentage in the corrected spectrum when compared to the original spectrum 

because the number of counts in the corrected spectrum under the Compton 

continuum is going to be less compared to the original spectrum, this is in 

conjunction with the fact the number of counts in the photo peak is not going 

to be effected drastically. Both these effects combined together give an 

increase in photo fraction. Compton suppression ratio is also a good parameter 
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to include in the FOM calculations because it gives us information about the 

factor by which the Compton continuum is suppressed. In spite of calculating 

this information it was decided to exclude Compton suppression ration form 

the FOM calculations because to two key reasons: 

• Under some conditions when there are very low counts under the 

corrected photo peak we end up with a low value for the recovered 

photo peak and the photo fraction, the Compton suppression ratio is 

often observed to be very high. When we are calculating the FOM this 

high value of Compton suppression ratio outweighs the fact that we 

have a low photo fraction and a low recovered photo peak, thereby 

presenting us with a high FOM even though we have a poor recovered 

spectrum. To avoid such conflicts of having a high FOM for a poor 

recovered spectrum it was decided to avoid using the Compton 

suppression ratio.  

• The second reason is that in our FOM calculations we are already 

calculating the photo fraction. Photo fraction is calculated by dividing 

the number of counts under the photo peak by the number of counts 

under the entire spectrum. This term already takes into account the low 

Compton counts in the corrected spectrum thereby giving us an 

improved photo fraction in the corrected spectrum. To avoid 

redundancy in the calculations it was decided to avoid the usage of the 

Compton suppression ratio. 
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From the above discussions and reasoning it was decided to calculate the 

figure of merit of the corrected spectrum by multiplying the photo fraction and 

the recovered photo peak ratio. The general trend that is observed in FOM 

calculations is that the FOM increases to a certain point and then it starts to 

decrease. The parameters giving us the highest value of the FOM is the one 

that shall be used. These calculations are similar to the calculation performed 

to characterize a detector when we check the resolution for different values of 

peaking time and flat top time. The formula for calculating FOM is given in 

equation 11.  

FOM = Photo fraction corrected * Recovered Photo peak percent            (11) 

While we are performing multi photon spectrum correction calculations we 

use a fractional standard deviation or FSD to evaluate the correction of the 

spectrum. In multiphoton spectrums, we have a photo peak sitting on top of a 

Compton continuum. Therefore, to calculate the net counts under the peak we 

subtract the Compton backgrounds from the gross counts giving us the net 

counts. There is an error associated with the net counts which is calculated by 

taking the square root of the sum of the gross counts and the Compton 

background. From this information, the FSD is calculated as the ratio of the 

error and the net counts. The aim of the correction process is to reduce the 

background after correction which will result in the reduction in the FSD after 

correction.  
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3.8 Pulse Shape Discrimination at Reduced Sampling Rate 

The current sampling rate used to study the PSD performance was 2.5 GHz. 

This gives us the time between two samples to be 400 Pico seconds. To 

capture pulses in real time at this frequency we need an ADC that operates at 

2.5 GHz and is often expensive. Therefore, for our study we used the 

Tektronix MSO 4054B as a digitizer. The draw back about using the 

oscilloscope was that the number of pulses we recode from the oscilloscope is 

limited to around 2 or 3 pulses a second. Therefore, to generate a spectrum 

with good statistics we are required to collect around 200 to 250 thousand 

pulses and convert the pulses into a text file which takes anywhere from one 

hour to several hours depending on the processor we are using.  Therefore, 

two key reasons to study PSD with reduced sampling rate are: 

• Understand the limit of PSD performance with a metal loaded plastic 

scintillator.  

• Study the PSD performance at reduced sampling rates and obtaining 

similar results as experiments performed at 2.5 GHz sampling gives us 

an additional dimension of freedom of switching to low sampling rates 

in the interest of reducing the cost of the detection system.  

To obtain data with reduced sampling rates we are presented with two options; 

either collect data for each of radionuclide and generate a new file or use the 

data file we currently have for the 2.5 GHz and select every alternate pulse to 

obtain data for 1.25 GHz sampling, if every third data point is chosen we 

would end up obtaining data for 833 MHz sampling rate. We can use this data 
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rather than collecting the data again to save time. The method to implement 

alternate data point selection lies in the Matlab code that was used to parse 

and create the data file. Once the file is generated algorithms developed 

previously can be used to analyze the spectrum and generate the corrected 

spectrums. Although the algorithm remains the same there are certain changes 

required in the way the filters are implemented. For example, in the previous 

case the sampling time was 400 Pico seconds, but in case of 1.25 GHz 

sampling we are going to have a data point every 800 Pico seconds. This 

means that we are generating the same spectrum from less data. Although the 

process of reduced sampling helps us in generating the spectrums it reduces 

our spatial resolution and with decreasing spatial resolution we encounter the 

problem of losing the ability of discriminating pulses because of lack of data 

between two points. The aim of experimenting with reduced sampling is to 

see if the algorithms can perform PSD with less data points.  

While plotting the spectrum the number of coefficients in the triangular filter 

needs to be changed to match the sampling rate being used. We are also 

required to change the amplitude multiplication factor while generating the 

spectrum to get a good conversion gain. In the charge integration algorithm 

changes need to be made in the number of coefficients used for the filters to 

compute the fast and slow component ratios.  

We might be required to perform some changes in the pulse gradient analysis 

algorithm to get the best discrimination ratio and the sampling location after 

the peak. No major revisions are required in the frequency gradient analysis 
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algorithm apart from setting the right discrimination parameters. If the 

algorithms are able to discriminate the pulses at reduced sampling rates it is a 

good sign because it actively helps in reducing the cost of the detector and 

also helps us understand the limits of PSD and its impact on the corrected 

spectrum’s Figure of Merit.  
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4. Results and Analysis 

Based on the methods employed to investigate the PSD properties of the 

plastic we have characterized the detector followed by collecting individual 

pulses from the detector to generate a spectrum. The MCNP simulations were 

compared with the detector measurements. This was followed by collecting 

data with; 137Cs, 198Au and 54Mn. Spectrums were constructed from data 

obtained from each of the radionuclides followed by identification of region 

of interest to check for pulse shape differences between photo peak and 

Compton continuum pulses. After identification of the discrimination 

parameters, a second spectrum was constructed which consists interactions of 

gamma radiations with high Z materials. Data was collected form a scintillator 

containing 13.2 percent tin. Efforts have also been put into studying the pulse 

shaped discrimination performance of the detectors at reduced sampling 

frequency. This is study is important to push the cost of the detector down as 

well as for understanding the sampling limitations of pulse shape 

discrimination with plastics.  

4.1 Detector Characterization 

To characterize the detector, we check the resolution of the detector using a 

137Cs source and collect data for analysis at different peaking time and flat top 

time of the trapezoidal filter. To conduct this analysis, the PMT output is 

connected to the preamplifier to integrate the pulse before being read by the 

RX-1200 housing the ADC and the FPGA. The data from the FPGA is read 

by Ray Panel and displayed as a histogram in the PC. Each run gave us 
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spectrums from 4 to 4.3 million pulses. There are 7 available time steps for the 

peaking time; 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 and 1.5 micro seconds. For the flat top 

time, there were three time steps we could choose from; 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 micro 

seconds. Total of 21 runs were carried out. The data from Ray Panel is 

transferred to an excel file for analysis. Resolution was calculated using two 

methods; the Gaussian Fit algorithm and by arithmetic calculations. The 

Gaussian algorithm was written in Matlab, this script accepts a .csv file as 

input and fits a Gaussian shape to the peak. Resolution is calculated for the fit 

around the peak and the results are reported in Table 2. Plots were generated 

using the resolution data from various shaping parameters. The setting that 

yielded the lowest value of the resolution is considered the optimal setting for 

generating the spectrum.  

PT (us) FT (0.2 us) FT (0.4 us) FT (0.6 us) 

0.1 10.06 9.84 9.8 

0.2 9.71 9.74 9.7 

0.4 9.36 9.69 9.5 

0.6 9.62 9.59 9.37 

0.8 9.71 9.51 9.4 

 

1 9.75 9.23 9.47 

 

1.5 9.72 9.78 9.55 

Table 2: Resolution for various settings of Peaking time and Flat Top time 

 

 

 

As we can observe from Table 2 the best resolution obtained from the detector 

was 9.23 % at a peaking time of 1 micro second and a flat top time of 0.4 
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micro seconds. A graph is plotted representing the resolution (%) vs the 

peaking times for the three flat top time represented in red, blue and green 

(Figure 35).  

 
Figure 35: Plot of peaking time vs resolution for various flat top times 

 

From these plots, it is also evident that the resolution begins to improve as we 

increase the peaking time and then reaches a minimum (best resolution), 

further increase in peaking time leads to increase in resolution (poor 

resolution).  A similar trend is followed by all the three flat top time settings. 

A spectrum of the best resolution of 9.23 % is shown in Figure 36.  
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Figure 36: 137Cs spectrum from 4 million pulses with FT=0.4µsec and 

PT=1.0µsec  

 

The second method to calculate resolution of a given peak is by hand 

calculation. The hand calculated resolution varied from what we obtained 

using the Gaussian algorithm by around 5 to 10 percent. Usually we were 

obtaining a comparatively poorer resolution from this arithmetic calculation 

compared to the Gaussian algorithm used in Matlab. This difference can 

primarily be attributed to the fact that in the Gaussian algorithm we were 

taking into account that the peak was riding on a background, while in the 

arithmetic calculation we weren’t accounting for this background thereby 

resulting in underestimation of the resolution.  

 

 4.2 Spectrum Construction 

Following the pulse data collection from the detector using LabVIEW, 

spectrums were constructed via post processing algorithms in Matlab. This 

was followed by identifying the photo peak and the Compton continuum for 
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each spectrum. Differences in pulse shapes were analyzed using Charge 

Integration, Pulse Gradient Analysis and Frequency Gradient Analysis. Once 

the differentiating parameters were identified for each radionuclide we 

construct a PSD corrected spectrum. This PSD corrected spectrum is expected 

to minimize the number of counts under the Compton continuum while 

aiming to maintaining the number of counts under the photo peak the same. 

The spectrums from 198Au, 54Mn and 137Cs look similar except for the channel 

where the photo peak is observed. The trend has been to observe a large 

number of counts under the Compton continuum followed by the photo peak 

after the Compton continuum. The spectrum from 22Na is a little different 

because it emits two photons, one at 511 keV (annihilation photon) and a 

gamma photon at 1274 keV. The cross section of the gamma photon (1.2 

MeV) is relatively small for a photoelectric interaction with plastic compared 

to the annihilation photon (511 keV). This gives the sodium spectrum a 

different look. We have a 511 keV photon riding on the Compton continuum 

of a 1.2 MeV photon. In this section, we shall look at the raw spectrums that 

were generated from the detector without pulse shape discrimination 

correction being implemented.  

In this work, we are more interested in the ability of discriminating pulses 

based on atom the photon interacted with. Therefore, rather than using the 

resolution of the photo peak we choose to use the photo fraction and the 

recovered photo peak percentage as a measure of comparison between the 

uncorrected and corrected spectrums. In the process of choosing the best 
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spectrum after correction we relied on the correction that was producing the 

best FOM (explained in section 3.7).  Figures 37, 38, 39 and 40 show the 

spectrums from 198Au, 137Cs, 54Mn and 22Na respectively.  

 
Figure 37: 198Au Spectrum from 246k Pulses  

 

 

 
Figure 38: 137Cs Spectrum from 247k Pulses 
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Figure 39: 54Mn Spectrum from 229k Pulses   

 

 
Figure 40: 22Na Spectrum from 194k Pulses  

 

From the above four spectrums it can be seen that we have a lot of counts in Compton 

continuum followed by a small photo peak. The detector response was similar to what 

was predicted by MCNP, from here on the next step is to implement the PSD 

algorithms and observe if there is a decrease in counts under the Compton continuum. 

It is interesting to note that the 511 keV peak from 22Na is riding on a Compton 
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continuum, this is precisely the reason why we have a high initial photo fraction for 

the 511 keV peak. The initial photo fractions of the peaks are recorded in the Table 3.  

Radionuclide Photo Fraction (%) 

198Au 3.3530 

22Na 5.5104 

137Cs 1.0321 

54Mn 0.6938 

Table 3: Photo fractions of the peaks before correction  

This above table also tells us an important feature about interaction of radiation with 

matter. High energy photons have a low interaction cross section. Excluding the 

results from 22Na because the peak is not entirely from photoelectric interactions, the 

remaining three radionuclides have a photo fraction that is inverse proportional to its 

energy. This means photons with high energy photons have a small photo fraction 

(54Mn) and photons with low energy have a relatively large photo fraction (198Au) and 

the 662 keV photo fraction from 137Cs lies in-between that of 198Au and 54Mn.  

 

4.3 Single Photon Spectrum Corrections 

In this section, we shall be covering results from single photon radionuclides; 198Au, 

137Cs and 54Mn.  

4.3.1 Spectrum Corrections 198Au  

After constructing the spectrum from the pulses via post processing we implemented 

the three PSD algorithms to examine if there was change in the spectrums and 

improvements in Figure of Merit. The parameters yielding the best FOM is 
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considered to be the ideal case. As discussed earlier in section 3.7, the FOM increases 

and then reaches a maximum before dropping. This maximum FOM is considered to 

be the best parameters; an ideal balance between photo fraction and photoelectric 

events recovered. Each discrimination algorithm will yield a FOM plot and the best 

parameters.  

4.3.1.1 Charge Integration – 198Au 

The plot of the fast and slow component ratios from the sample pulses selected from 

the photo peak and the Compton continuum are shown in Figure 41. Plots in red are 

photo peak events and plots in blue are events from the Compton continuum.  

 
Figure 41: 198Au Fast and Slow component ratios plot 

 

It can be observed that photo peak pulses are preferentially skewed to the right in the 

plot. We set our parameter using the fast (FCR) and slow component ratios (SCR). 

Parameters are varied by changing the accepted range of fast and slow component 

ratios. We start with a wide range for the upper and lower limits of FCR and SCR, 

after each run we narrow this range until we reach a very small value. A simpler way 

to understand this concept is to look at the range as a box covering the red dots. All 
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the pulses inside the box are considered to be pulses from a high Z material. We 

narrow down the range of the box (FCR and SCR) after each run. This results in a 

large Compton continuum rejection thereby increasing the photo fraction of the peak, 

in the same process we also end up losing photo peak counts (red). Therefore, there 

are two opposing factors that are involved in the process of calculating FOM. The 

parameters (FCR and SCR) used for this work and the resulting FOM are presented in 

Table 4.  

 
Table 4: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 198Au using the 

Charge Integration Method  

 

The abbreviations used in table 4 are explained below.  

Lower FCR and upper FCR: Lower and upper bounds of the Fast Component Ratio 

Lower and upper SCR: Lower and upper bounds of the Slow Component Ratio 

Initial PF: Initial Photo Fraction 

Final PF: Final Photo Fraction 

PP Rec: Percentage of Recovered photo peak after the correction 

CSR: Compton Suppression Ratio 

FOM: Figure of Merit  

The plot of the FOM is shown in Figure 42. 
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Figure 42: Plot of the FOM using the Charge Integration method for 198Au 

 

In the top of the table there is a high percentage of photo peak that is recovered after 

the correction but the Photo fraction of the corrected spectrum is inferior compared to 

the bottom half of the table. The FOM characteristics depend on a balance between 

the photo peak recovered and the final photo fraction. These two parameters are 

opposing in nature ideally, we would want a high percent of the photo peak counts 

that are recovered and a high photo fraction for the photo peak after the correction. 

From the data presented in Table 4 it is interesting to note that Compton Suppression 

is not considered in the FOM, the reason being while calculating the photo fraction 

we are already accounting for the Compton suppression ratio. Another reason is that 

when there are very few counts under the spectrum, the CS Ratio turns out to be very 

high; this isn’t a true representation of the quality of the spectrum because even if we 

end up rejecting majority of the pulses under the photo peak the high value of the CS 

Ratio gives a false representation of the FOM, therefore we end up with a poor 
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spectrum despite a high FOM value. Therefore, considering the above-mentioned 

arguments it was decided to omit the CS Ratio in the FOM calculations.  

4.3.1.2 Pulse Gradient Analysis – 198Au 

We now move on to the next method of PSD implementation; Pulse Gradient 

Analysis (PGA). In this method, we look for differences in decay time between a 

photo peak and a Compton continuum pulse. To implement this algorithm two 

parameters are required, the time of sampling after the peak and the discrimination 

amplitude at this sampling time. The time of sampling is calculated by an algorithm 

developed in Matlab. Using this algorithm, we store the value of each photoelectric 

pulse and Compton pulse after the peak for 70 consecutive data points in two separate 

arrays. At the end of the algorithm we have two arrays consisting values of all photo 

peak and Compton continuum pulses, up to 70 data points after the peak. We subtract 

the Compton array from the photo peak array, the resulting array bears the data of 

point by point difference between the photo peak and Compton continuum pulses. 

The location in the array that has the maximum value is the place where there is 

maximum difference between photo peak and Compton continuum pulses, this is the 

location where we would be sampling.  Once this information is obtained different 

discrimination amplitudes are chosen and the FOM’s are recorded. If the sampled 

location has a value less that the discrimination amplitude it is considered to be a 

pulse from a high Z material, otherwise the pulse is classified as a pulse from a low Z 

material. The amplitude bearing the highest FOM is considered to be the best 

parameter. The Table 5 gives us information about the FOM for different 

discrimination amplitudes. The plot of the FOM is presented in Figure 43. 
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Table 5: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 198Au using the Pulse 

Gradient Method 

 

*Disc here stands for the discrimination ratio 

length Parameters Disc Initial	PF Final	PF PP	Rec. CSR FOM

9 1 0.535 3.353 4.0445 99.7705 1.2195 403.5218

9 2 0.54 3.353 4.0663 99.6981 1.2273 405.4024

9 3 0.545 3.353 4.098 99.6014 1.2385 408.1665

9 4 0.55 3.353 4.1423 99.5048 1.2538 412.1787

9 5 0.555 3.353 4.1532 99.2633 1.2604 412.2603

9 6 0.56 3.353 4.2165 99.1063 1.2826 417.8817

9 7 0.565 3.353 4.2451 98.8406 1.2953 419.5882

9 8 0.57 3.353 4.3674 98.6353 1.3375 430.7798

9 9 0.575 3.353 4.3753 98.1039 1.3473 429.234

9 10 0.58 3.353 4.4887 97.7657 1.3887 438.8409

9 11 0.585 3.353 4.5307 97.3913 1.4082 441.2508

9 12 0.59 3.353 4.5956 96.8237 1.138 444.963

9 13 0.595 3.353 4.6117 95.8937 1.4575 442.233

9 14 0.6 3.353 4.6877 94.8792 1.498 444.7652

9 15 0.605 3.353 4.735 94.1908 1.526 445.9934

9 16 0.61 3.353 4.7456 92.7899 1.553 440.3437

9 17 0.615 3.353 4.8031 91.7755 1.5905 440.8069

9 18 0.62 3.353 4.9107 90.314 1.6549 443.505

9 19 0.625 3.353 4.9234 88.8406 1.6873 437.3978

9 20 0.63 3.353 4.9801 86.872 1.7469 432.6312

9 21 0.635 3.353 4.9999 85.5918 1.7808 427.9504

9 22 0.64 3.353 4.9988 83.5266 1.8247 417.5328

9 23 0.645 3.353 5.0038 81.7391 1.8668 409.0061

9 24 0.65 3.353 5.0711 79.3116 1.9521 402.1971
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Figure 43: Plot of the FOM using the Pulse Gradient Analysis method for 198Au 

 

Ideally the shape of the FOM should be a smooth curve, but nevertheless the overall 

shape of the curve is similar to what was expected, the function rises and slowly 

reaches a maximum after which it decreases. The highest FOM using PGA is 445.99 

at a discrimination ratio of 0.605.  

 

4.3.1.3 Frequency Gradient Analysis – 198Au 

The third PSD algorithm employed is the Frequency Gradient Analysis or FGA 

algorithm. In this algorithm, time domain pulses are converted into frequency domain 

by performing a Fourier Transform on the discrete time signal. This transform yields 

information in the form of real and imaginary components for each point in the time 

domain signal. To obtain the ability to perform discrimination using the FGA 

algorithm the magnitude of the Fourier transform is calculated. This magnitude 

information can be plotted against frequency and used to discriminate between photo 

peak and Compton continuum events. It has been observed that the magnitude in the 
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low frequency regions acts as the best discrimination parameter because in the high 

frequency regions there is no stark differentiation between photo peak and Compton 

continuum pulses. An fftshift (Fast Fourier transform shift) can be performed to bring 

the zero frequency components to the center in the plot. Fourier transforms yields a 

periodic function which is calculated from –f/2 to f/2, where f is the sampling 

frequency. The discrimination parameter here is the magnitude of the Fourier 

transform at zero frequency. If the amplitude is greater that a set number we consider 

the pulse to be from a high Z material. This algorithm is highly energy dependent, 

therefore while checking for a pulse form a high Z material we observe its magnitude 

to see if it falls in a predetermined range. We shall calculate the FOM using different 

magnitudes for the zero frequency components. The results are shown in the Table 6.  

 
Table 6: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 198Au using the 

Frequency Gradient Method 

 

The plot of the FOM is presented in Figure 44. 

Parameter Zero	Fq	Mag. Initial	PF Final	PF PP	Rec. CSR FOM

1 23.5 3.353 5.8534 65.2415 2.7426 381.8859

2 24 3.353 7.657 74.058 3.2333 567.06211

3 24.5 3.353 9.0647 72.3913 3.9949 656.20542

4 25 3.353 9.7267 58.8768 5.3405 572.67697

5 25.5 3.353 9.9719 42.4275 7.6821 423.08279

6 26 3.353 9.4248 25.6643 12.051 241.88089

7 26.5 3.353 8.0779 13.7802 19.1779 111.31508

8 27 3.353 6.1067 6.1111 32.5039 37.318654

9 27.5 3.353 4.5533 2.5362 58.4317 11.548079
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Figure 44: Plot of the FOM using the FGA method for 198Au 

 

4.3.2 Spectrum Corrections 137Cs  

Following a similar approach as we did for 198Au we shall use the discrimination 

parameters and calculate the Figure of Merits for the three algorithms. FOM will be 

plotted against the discrimination parameter and a spectrum will be constructed for 

the parameters yielding the best FOM.  

4.3.2.1 Charge Integration – 137Cs 

We calculated the Figure of Merits for different values of the fast and slow 

component ratios, the results are tabulated in Table 7. 

 
Table 7: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 137Cs using the 

Charge Integration Method 

 

Using the data from the FOM of various FCR’s and SCR’s, a plot was generated to 

represent this information graphically in Figure 45. 
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Parameter Lower FCR Upper FCR Lower SCR Upper SCR Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.382 0.428 0.126 0.195 1.0321 2.1968 95.7305 2.2527 210.3008

2 0.384 0.426 0.13 0.191 1.0321 2.4273 92.6361 2.579 224.8556

3 0.386 0.424 0.134 0.187 1.0321 2.7357 88.8758 3.0405 243.1375

4 0.388 0.422 0.138 0.183 1.0321 3.1126 82.4912 3.743 256.7621

5 0.39 0.42 0.142 0.179 1.0321 3.5943 73.3647 4.8874 263.6947

6 0.392 0.418 0.146 0.175 1.0321 4.1667 60.8696 6.874 253.6254

7 0.394 0.416 0.15 0.171 1.0321 4.9866 46.06 10.9736 229.6828

8 0.396 0.414 0.154 0.167 1.0321 5.6414 27.027 21.3215 152.4701

9 0.398 0.412 0.158 0.163 1.0321 5.8047 8.2648 72.0495 47.97468
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Figure 45: Plot of the FOM using the Charge Integration method for 137Cs 

 

4.3.2.2 Pulse Gradient Analysis – 137Cs  

The PGA algorithm was employed to check the location where we have maximum 

differences between the photoelectric and Compton pulses. The location was 12 data 

points after the peak where we were having the highest differences between the two 

types of pulses. Different values of the discrimination ratios were used and FOM for 

each value was tabulated and plotted. Table 8 presents the value of the FOM for each 

discrimination parameter used.  
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Table 8: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 137Cs using the Pulse 

Gradient Analysis 

 

The FOM plots generated using the data from Table 8 is shown in Figure 46. 

Parameter Disc Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.5 1.0321 1.4377 98.8249 1.416 142.0806

2 0.505 1.0321 1.4644 98.6291 1.4456 144.4325

3 0.51 1.0321 1.5031 98.159 1.4915 147.5428

4 0.515 1.0321 1.5466 97.6107 1.5441 150.9647

5 0.52 1.0321 1.5916 96.1614 1.6138 153.0505

6 0.525 1.0321 1.6489 95.2213 1.6895 157.0104

7 0.53 1.0321 1.7014 94.0071 1.7669 159.9437

8 0.535 1.0321 1.7437 92.5186 1.8408 161.3247

9 0.54 1.0321 1.7791 90.5993 1.9188 161.1852

10 0.545 1.0321 1.8476 89.385 2.0213 165.1477

11 0.55 1.0321 1.8915 87.1915 2.1225 164.9227

12 0.555 1.0321 1.9097 84.528 2.2108 161.4231

13 0.56 1.0321 1.9713 81.8645 2.358 161.3795

14 0.565 1.0321 2.0096 79.1226 2.4882 159.0048

15 0.57 1.0321 2.0477 75.4407 2.6602 154.4799

16 0.575 1.0321 2.0564 71.5237 2.8183 147.0813

17 0.58 1.0321 2.1038 67.8026 3.0431 142.6431

18 0.585 1.0321 2.107 63.7681 3.2409 134.3594

19 0.59 1.0321 2.1265 59.8903 3.4835 127.3567

20 0.595 1.0321 2.1067 55.425 3.7285 116.7638

21 0.6 1.0321 2.0971 51.1947 4.0177 107.3604

22 0.605 1.0321 2.0743 47.1602 4.3128 97.8244
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Figure 46: Plot of the FOM using the Pulse Gradient Analysis for 137Cs 

 

4.3.2.3 Frequency Gradient Analysis – 137Cs  

Table 9 shows the figure of merit for 137Cs using the FGA algorithm.  

 
Table 9: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 137Cs using the 

Frequency Gradient Analysis 

 

Figure 47 is a plot of the FOM using Frequency Gradient Analysis for 137Cs.  
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Parameter Zero Freq. Mag. Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 24.25 1.0321 1.7232 76.1457 2.2091 131.2143

2 24.5 1.0321 2.1013 83.7446 2.46 175.9725

3 24.75 1.0321 2.5153 88.0141 2.815 221.3819

4 25 1.0321 2.9375 87.3482 3.3287 256.5853

5 25.25 1.0321 3.3483 82.4128 4.0406 275.9428

6 25.5 1.0321 3.8035 74.9315 5.0746 285.002

7 25.75 1.0321 4.2233 64.9432 6.5337 274.2746

8 26 1.0321 4.6132 53.114 8.7647 245.0255

9 26.25 1.0321 4.7984 41.2456 11.769 197.9129

10 26.5 1.0321 4.8067 29.8081 16.3274 143.2786
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Figure 47: Plot of the FOM using the Frequency Gradient Analysis method for 

137Cs 

 

4.3.3 Spectrum Corrections 54Mn 

 Using a similar approach as we did for 198Au and 137Cs, we calculate the FOM using 

the three algorithms and plot the changes in FOM as we change the parameters. The 

parameters that yielded the highest FOM will be chosen to plot a corrected spectrum.  

4.3.3.1 Charge Integration – 54Mn 

The FOM as we change the upper and lower SCF’s and FCR’s is shown in Table 10. 

 
Table 10: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 54Mn using the 

Charge Integration Method 

 

A plot (Figure 48) of FOM was generated using Table 10. 
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Parameter Lower FCR Upper FCRLower SCR Lower SCR Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.382 0.428 0.126 0.195 0.6938 1.3034 99.56 1.9021 129.7665

2 0.384 0.426 0.13 0.191 0.6938 1.4342 99.0572 2.1074 142.0678

3 0.386 0.424 0.134 0.187 0.6938 1.5992 97.6116 2.3901 156.1005

4 0.388 0.422 0.138 0.183 0.6938 1.7753 92.6461 2.8018 164.4746

5 0.39 0.42 0.142 0.179 0.6938 2.0199 85.5437 3.4627 172.7897

6 0.392 0.418 0.146 0.175 0.6938 2.3446 74.5443 4.6314 174.7766

7 0.394 0.416 0.15 0.171 0.6938 2.656 56.0025 7.0158 148.7426

8 0.396 0.414 0.154 0.167 0.6938 2.9958 33.4381 13.3167 100.1739

9 0.398 0.412 0.158 0.163 0.6938 3.2294 10.9365 44.0029 35.31833
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Figure 48: Plot of the FOM using the Charge Integration method for 54Mn 

 

4.3.3.2 Pulse Gradient Analysis– 54Mn 

The FOM plots vs the discrimination ratios are show in Table 11. 

 
Table 11: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 54Mn using the Pulse 

Gradient Analysis 
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Parameter Disc Initial PF Final PF PP Rec CSR FOM

1 0.495 0.6938 1.4729 95.286 2.2582 140.3467

2 0.5 0.6938 1.5442 94.6574 2.3862 146.17

3 0.505 0.6938 1.6143 93.3375 2.5331 150.6747

4 0.51 0.6938 1.7045 91.7662 2.7246 156.4155

5 0.515 0.6938 1.767 88.1207 2.9458 155.7093

6 0.52 0.6938 1.8633 84.8523 3.2323 158.1053

7 0.525 0.6938 1.9703 81.5211 3.5658 160.621

8 0.53 0.6938 2.0743 78.0641 3.9291 161.9284

9 0.535 0.6938 2.1457 74.0415 4.2932 158.8708

10 0.54 0.6938 2.1524 67.8818 4.7035 146.1088

11 0.545 0.6938 2.2056 62.7278 5.2263 138.3524

12 0.55 0.6938 2.2554 58.0767 5.7832 130.9862

13 0.555 0.6938 2.1656 51.3514 6.2818 111.2066

14 0.56 0.6938 2.19 46.0088 7.1062 100.7593
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Using the data from Table 11 we plot a graph (figure 49) of the parameters vs the 

FOM.  

 
Figure 49: Plot of the FOM using the Pulse Gradient Analysis method for 54Mn 

 

4.3.3.3 Frequency Gradient Analysis– 54Mn 

The FOM plots vs different discrimination parameters are tabulated in Table 12. 

 
Table 12: The Discrimination Parameters and the FOM for 54Mn using the FGA 

 

Using the information from Table 12 we generate a plot of the FOM (figure 50) 
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parameter Disc Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 25 0.6938 1.4645 81.8982 2.5972 119.9399

2 25.25 0.6938 1.8402 88.6864 3.0308 163.2007

3 25.5 0.6938 2.2795 91.5776 3.6602 208.7511

4 25.75 0.6938 2.8261 91.4519 4.5837 258.4522

5 26 0.6938 3.4822 86.675 6.0266 301.8197

6 26.25 0.6938 4.1276 78.127 8.0226 322.477

7 26.5 0.6938 4.8359 66.3105 11.2368 320.6709

8 26.75 0.6938 5.5505 53.1741 16.3767 295.1428

9 27 0.6938 6.3108 41.1691 24.5855 259.81
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Figure 50: Plot of the FOM using the FGA method for 54Mn 

 

           4.3.4 Spectrum Plotting 

Using the data giving us the best FOMs using each algorithm we arrive at a 

discrimination parameter for each algorithm and apply them for all the 3 

radionuclides. The upper and lower FCR values were decided to be 0.384 and 

0.415. The upper and lower SCR values were decided to be 0.141 and 0.179. 

The PGA discrimination amplitude was set to be 0.56 at 12 data points after 

the peak. The zero-frequency discrimination amplitude was set to be 25.41. 

These values are calculated based on the best parameters that were obtained 

from the three algorithms using the three radionuclides.  

            4.3.4.1 198Au Corrected Spectrums 

Based on the discrimination parameters set using the three algorithms the 

uncorrected (blue) and corrected (red) spectrums figures 51, 52 and 53 are 

plotted representing correction using charge integration, pulse gradient 

analysis and frequency gradient analysis respectively.   
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Figure 51: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 198Au using CI (FOM = 

576) 

 

 
Figure 52: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 198Au using PGA (FOM 

= 276) 
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Figure 53: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 198Au using FGA (FOM 

= 455) 

            4.3.4.2 137Cs Corrected Spectrums 

In similar fashion figures 54, 55 and 56 represent the spectrums plotted using 

charge integration, pulse gradient analysis and frequency gradient analysis for 

137Cs.  

 

 
Figure 54: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 137Cs using CI (FOM = 

242) 
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Figure 55: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 137Cs using PGA (FOM = 

162) 

 
Figure 56: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 137Cs using FGA (FOM 

=286) 
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            4.3.4.3 54Mn Corrected Spectrums 

Figures 57, 58 and 59 have been plotted using charge integration, pulse 

gradient analysis and frequency gradient analysis methods for 54Mn.  

 

 
Figure 57: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 54Mn using CI (FOM = 

123) 

 

 
Figure 58: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 54Mn using PGA (FOM = 

126) 
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Figure 59: Corrected/Uncorrected spectrum for 54Mn using FGA (FOM 

=193) 

 

            4.4 Multi Photon Spectrum Corrections 

The corrected spectrum for a mixed source measurement of 137Cs and 198Au 

has resulted in a decrease in the FSD. The uncorrected spectrum is shown in 

figure 60. 
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Figure 60: 198Au and 137Cs spectrum from 257k counts 

 

After performing the correction using the Frequency Gradient Analysis we 

generate the corrected spectrum shown in red in figure 61. 

 
Figure 61: Corrected/uncorrected 198Au and 137Cs spectrum using FGA 
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The initial FSD of the uncorrected spectrum is 2.985 and after the correction 

the FSD shows a reduction to 2.853. This shows that the algorithm is working 

which is evident from the fact that there is a reduction in the FSD.  

 

            4.5 Pulse Shape Discrimination at reduced Sampling Rate 

PSD studies were performed with reduced sampling of the pulse, the motive 

behind this study was to reduce the cost of the detection equipment. If we 

have a system that is sampling at a reduced frequency it leads to reduced cost 

because the ADC operates at a lower frequency. Studies have been carried out 

at 1.25 GHz and 833 MHz. There were some changes required to the number 

of coefficients in the filters to generate the spectrum. While implementing the 

charge integration algorithm the number of coefficients in the filter that 

calculates the fast and slow components has to be adjusted according to the 

number of data points we have in the rising and falling edge of the pulse. 

While implementing the pulse gradient analysis changes were made to the 

sampling location after the peak. For this study, it was chosen to implement 

the reduced sampling algorithm with 54Mn because it has the highest energy 

among all the radionuclides studies, this gives us a change to have a relatively 

large number of data points in the 54Mn pulse even at reduced sampling 

frequencies.  

            4.5.1 Sampling at 1.25 GHz 

We are going to study the performance of the three algorithms we developed 

at 1.25 GHz. Data for this sampling rate was obtained by selecting alternate 
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data points from the initial data that was sampled at 2.5 GHz. The FOM is 

calculated as explained in section 3.7 

            4.5.1.1Charge Integration – 54Mn at 1.25 GHz 

The parameters vs the FOM data is tabulated in Table 13.

 
Table 13: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using Charge Integration at 1.25 GHz 

 

Using the data from table 13 figure 62 was plotted showing the FOM vs parameters  

 
Figure 62: Plot of the FOM using the Charge Integration method for 54Mn at 

1.25 GHz 

 

From the data in Figure 62 a spectrum was generates with the parameters 

having the highest FOM (Figure 63) 

Parameter Lower FCR Upper FCR Lower SCR Upper SCR Initial FP Final FP PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.4474 0.4518 0.15424 0.1556 0.6916 4.4674 0.8197 845.903 3.661928

2 0.4446 0.4547 0.14996 0.1599 0.6916 5.4855 17.2762 94.7682 94.7686

3 0.4418 0.4576 0.14568 0.1642 0.6916 4.6123 41.7402 16.9181 192.5183

4 0.439 0.4605 0.1414 0.1685 0.6916 3.67 65.3846 8.472 239.9615

5 0.4362 0.4634 0.13712 0.1728 0.6916 2.8621 81.715 5.2262 233.8765

6 0.4334 0.4663 0.13284 0.1771 0.6916 2.2927 92.1816 3.6796 211.3448

7 0.4306 0.4692 0.12856 0.1814 0.6916 1.8634 96.343 2.8434 179.5255

8 0.4278 0.4721 0.12428 0.1857 0.6916 1.5779 98.6759 2.3411 155.7007

9 0.425 0.475 0.12 0.19 0.6916 1.3726 99.4956 2.0137 136.5677
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Figure 63: 54Mn spectrum after correction using Charge Integration at 

1.25 GHz (FOM = 240) 

 

            4.5.1.2Pulse Gradient Analysis– 54Mn at 1.25 GHz 

 The parameters vs the FOM data is tabulated in Table 14 

 
Table 14: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using PGA at 1.25 GHz 

 

Parameter Disc Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.58 0.6916 0.9252 99.7478 1.3464 92.28666

2 0.59 0.6916 0.9654 99.4956 1.4093 96.05305

3 0.6 0.6916 1.0105 98.802 1.4867 99.83942

4 0.61 0.6916 1.0546 97.4779 1.574 102.8002

5 0.62 0.6916 1.1144 95.7755 1.6947 106.7322

6 0.63 0.6916 1.1764 93.6318 1.8321 110.1484

7 0.64 0.6916 1.2281 89.9117 1.9942 110.4206

8 0.65 0.6916 1.2793 84.9306 2.2018 108.6517

9 0.66 0.6916 1.3513 79.8865 2.4766 107.9506

10 0.67 0.6916 1.3983 73.9596 2.7717 103.4177

11 0.68 0.6916 1.4128 65.1955 3.1808 92.1082

12 0.69 0.6916 1.4462 57.377 3.7059 82.97862

13 0.7 0.6916 1.4565 50.1261 4.2762 73.00866

14 0.71 0.6916 1.4149 41.6772 5.0011 58.96907

15 0.72 0.6916 1.3161 32.5347 5.9597 42.81892

16 0.73 0.6916 1.1685 24.4641 7.0352 28.5863

17 0.74 0.6916 1.0413 18.1589 8.4524 18.90886
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Using the data from table 14 a figure was plotted of the FOM vs parameters (Figure 

64). 

 
Figure 64: Plot of the FOM using PGA for 54Mn at 1.25 GHz 

 

From the data in Figure 64 a spectrum was generates with the parameters having the 

highest FOM (Figure 65) 

 
Figure 65: 54Mn spectrum after correction using PGA at 1.25 GHz 

(FOM = 110) 
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            4.5.1.3Frequency Gradient Analysis– 54Mn at 1.25 GHz 

 The parameters and the FOM data is tabulated in Table 15 

 
Table 15: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using FGA at 1.25 GHz 

 

Using the data from table 15 a figure was plotted of the FOM vs parameters 

(Figure 66). 

 
Figure 66: Plot of the FOM using FGA for 54Mn at 1.25 GHz 

 

From the data in Figure 66 a spectrum was generates with the parameters having the 

highest FOM (Figure 67) 

Parameter Zero Freq. Mag. Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 12.5 0.6916 1.3414 80.0126 2.439 107.3289

2 12.75 0.6916 2.0871 91.5511 3.3539 191.0763

3 13 0.6916 3.1674 88.2093 5.3768 279.3941

4 13.25 0.6916 4.2357 67.8436 9.5538 287.3651

5 13.5 0.6916 5.414 43.0013 19.8931 232.809

6 13.75 0.6916 5.3532 19.7352 43.943 105.6465

7 14 0.6916 3.9077 6.6204 98.2244 25.87054
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Figure 67: 54Mn spectrum after correction using FGA at 1.25 GHz 

(FOM=287) 

 

4.5.2 Sampling at 833 MHz 

To obtain the data for 833 MHz every third data point was selected from the 

initial 2.5 GHz sampling. The FOM is calculated as explained in section 3.7 

4.5.2.1Charge Integration – 54Mn at 833 MHz 

 The parameters and the FOM data is tabulated in Table 16 

 
Table 16: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using Charge Integration at 833 MHz 

 

 

Using the data from table 16 a figure was plotted of the FOM vs parameters (Figure 

68) 

Parameter lower FCR Upper FCR Lower SCR Upper FCR Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.412 0.423 0.14 0.16 0.6912 3.9599 30.9148 19.4242 122.4195

2 0.4105 0.4245 0.1375 0.1625 0.6912 3.6307 44.0379 12.4396 159.8884

3 0.409 0.426 0.135 0.165 0.6912 3.3353 57.1609 8.7654 190.6487

4 0.4075 0.4275 0.1325 0.1675 0.6912 2.9732 66.7508 6.6569 198.4635

5 0.406 0.429 0.13 0.17 0.6912 2.6789 75.5205 5.2784 202.3119

6 0.4045 0.4305 0.1275 0.1725 0.6912 2.411 82.2082 4.3471 198.204

7 0.403 0.432 0.125 0.175 0.6912 2.1707 86.9401 3.6891 188.7209

8 0.4015 0.4335 0.1225 0.1775 0.6912 1.9739 90.6625 3.2079 178.9587

9 0.4 0.435 0.12 0.18 0.6912 1.8055 93.4385 2.8402 168.7032
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Figure 68: Plot of the FOM using Charge Integration for 54Mn at 833 

MHz  

 

From the data in Figure 68 a spectrum was generates with the parameters 

having the highest FOM (Figure 69) 

 
Figure 69: 54Mn spectrum after correction using Charge Integration at 

833 MHz (FOM = 202) 

 

 

 

4.5.2.2 Pulse Gradient Analysis – 54Mn at 833 MHz 

 The parameters vs the FOM data is tabulated in Table 17 
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Table 17: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using PGA at 833 MHz 

 

Figure 70 plots the FOM as a function of discrimination parameters.  

 
Figure 70: Plot of the FOM using PGA for 54Mn at 833 MHz 

 

Based on Figure 70, a spectrum was generated with the parameters having the best 

FOM. 

Parameter disc Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 0.6 0.6912 0.8553 100 1.2408 85.53

2 0.61 0.6912 0.8796 99.6845 1.2807 87.68249

3 0.62 0.6912 0.915 99.4953 1.3356 91.0382

4 0.63 0.6912 0.9475 98.7382 1.3945 93.55444

5 0.64 0.6912 0.9779 97.3502 1.4605 95.19876

6 0.65 0.6912 1.011 95.3943 1.542 96.44364

7 0.66 0.6912 1.029 90.8517 1.6489 93.4864

8 0.66 0.6912 1.029 90.8517 1.6489 93.4864

9 0.67 0.6912 1.0405 86.7508 1.7468 90.26421

10 0.68 0.6912 1.0444 80.6309 1.8873 84.21091

11 0.69 0.6912 1.0395 73.6909 2.0558 76.60169

12 0.7 0.6912 1.0121 65.9937 2.2354 66.79222

13 0.71 0.6912 1.0018 59.6215 2.4496 59.72882

14 0.72 0.6912 0.9918 52.8707 2.7359 52.43716

15 0.73 0.6912 0.9813 46.7508 3.0621 45.87656

16 0.74 0.6912 1.0329 43.0915 3.5007 44.50921
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Figure 71: 54Mn spectrum after correction using PGA at 833 MHz 

(FOM=96) 

 

4.5.2.3 Frequency Gradient Analysis – 54Mn at 833 MHz 

 The parameters vs the FOM is tabulated in Table 18 

 
Table 18: Parameters vs FOM for 54Mn using FGA at 833 MHz 

 

Based on the above FOM’s a plot was generated for parameters vs FOM (Figure 72) 

Parameter Zero Freq. Mag. Initial PF Final PF PP Rec. CSR FOM

1 8.5 0.6912 1.8123 90.4732 2.9364 163.9646

2 8.6 0.6912 2.3071 92.6814 3.6782 213.8253

3 8.7 0.6912 2.8923 89.653 4.813 259.3034

4 8.8 0.6912 3.5062 80.1262 6.6043 280.9385

5 8.9 0.6912 4.1213 66.4353 9.4909 273.7998

6 9 0.6912 4.9363 51.1041 15.0581 252.2652

7 9.1 0.6912 5.0203 35.8991 22.0375 180.2243

8 9.2 0.6912 4.6723 21.7666 34.1828 101.7001

9 9.3 0.6912 3.7171 11.041 53.8736 41.0405
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Figure 72: Plot of the FOM using FGA for 54Mn at 833 MHz 

 

 Using Figure 72 we plot the spectrum having the highest value of FOM. 

 
Figure 73: 54Mn spectrum after correction using FGA at 833 MHz (FOM=281) 

 

Calculations of the resolutions from 54Mn spectrums at sampling frequencies of 2.5 

GHz, 1.25 GHz and 833 MHz indicates that there is an increase in resolution (poor) 

as the sampling frequency reduces (Table 19). It must be noted that the resolution 
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calculations at various frequencies were performed with around 1600 counts under 

the photo peak. Examining the pulses from the photo peak also indicate that although 

the same pulse was used to calculate the amplitude at varying sampling frequencies 

the non-availability of data between two data points introduces an ambiguity in the 

channel number that is incremented. This leads to the same pulse incrementing 

different channels, this difference between the channels being incremented is usually 

around 5 %.  

 

Radionuclide 834 keV peak 

resolution at 2.5 

GHz (%) 

834 keV peak 

resolution at 1.25 

GHz (%) 

834 keV peak 

resolution at 833 

MHz (%) 
54Mn 5.60 7.47 8.41 

Table 19: 54Mn peak resolution for pulse sampling at various frequencies 
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5. Conclusions 

5.1 Summary 

A detector was built using a metal loaded plastic scintillator for pulse shape 

discrimination between high Z and low Z gamma photon interactions. A holder 

was designed to house the photomultiplier tube and the scintillator. Resolution 

measurements were carried out with varying peaking time and flat top time to 

determine the setting for the best resolution. The oscilloscope was used as a 

digitizer to sample the pulse at 2.5 GHz. A connection was established between 

the oscilloscope and the PC to control the oscilloscope and store the pulse data 

files in the PC. Data was collected from four radionuclides; 198Au, 22Na, 137Cs, 

54Mn and two pairs of mixed sources; 137Cs-198Au and 60Co-137Cs. Matlab was 

used to store the pulses in the form of an array after removing the headers from 

each pulse. Three algorithms were written in Matlab to identify differences in 

pulse shapes; charge integration method, pulse gradient analysis and frequency 

gradient analysis. Studies have also been conducted on the ability of the 

algorithms to perform PSD at a reduced sampling frequency of 1.25 GHz and 833 

MHz.  

Initial results indicate that the detector has a resolution of 9.23 % at 662 keV. The 

performance of the algorithms indicates that pulse shape discrimination is 

possible between interactions from high Z and low Z materials. In the corrected 

spectrums, we have been successful in retaining the counts under the photo peak 

while decreasing the number of counts under the Compton continuum. Studies 

have also been successful at performing PSD at a reduced sampling frequency of 
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1.25 GHz and 833 MHz. The study also indicates that Charge Integration 

algorithm is the least amplitude dependent algorithm followed by Pulse Gradient 

Analysis and Frequency gradient analysis appears to be the most dependent on the 

amplitude of the pulse.  

 

5.2 Future work 

This work is focused on investigating the PSD properties of the scintillator using 

a photomultiplier tube and post processing pulses in Matlab. The next steps would 

be to implement the best algorithm in an FPGA; this would give us the ability to 

process pulses in real time. Apart from that in the interest of decreasing the size of 

the detection system we can employ SiPM’s instead of photo multiplier tubes. 

SiPM’s decrease the size of the photomultiplier by a large scale and the 

operational voltage of the SiPM’s is also an order of magnitude less compared to 

conventional PMT’s. Apart from that SiPM’s also have an added advantage of 

being immune to electric and magnetic fields.  

From the detector’s point of view, we can increase the percentage of heavy metal 

in the scintillator to increase the probability of photoelectric interactions, this goes 

without saying that increasing the percentage of heavy metal also leads to 

decrease in the light output of the scintillator. A possible workaround to increase 

the probability of photoelectric interaction is to have an atom that has a high 

atomic number. Increasing the percentage of heavy metal or using a high atomic 

number atom in the plastic scintillator increases the quality of pulses under the 

photo peak. It means if we are using a high Z material or increased percentage of 
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heavy metal, there is a higher probability that a pulse under the photo peak will be 

a photoelectric pulse. A major assumption that goes into this work is that we 

consider all the pulses under the photo peak to be pulses entirely from high Z 

materials, which is not entirely true. Therefore, the quality of photoelectric pulses 

under the photo peak is an important factor to consider moving forward in this 

research.  
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